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.GLOSSARY OF TERMS

BLOCK--small pieces of fish removed from a fillet in
order to give it a better look.

BOX EMPTYING STATION--work station where fish is removed
from boxes.

COOLER - -storage area for raw material, fish.

FILLET--boneless or pinbone in, sides of fish,'cut away
from the backbone and removed in one piece.

FILLETING MACHINE - -a machine that performs the filleting
operation.

FILLETING OPERATION- -the operation of removing the sides
of a fish in one piece.

FISH PROCESSING PLANT--a facility where fish is
processed; headed, filleted, skinned, trimmed, packed,
and quickfrozen.

FISHMEAL FACTORY--a facility where fish is ground and
dried to turn it into fishmeal.

FLAP--see nape

FREEZER--storage area for fish products

FREEZING PLANT--same as fish processing plant.

HEADER--a machine that performs the heading operation.

HEADING MACHINE--see header.

HEADING OPERATION--the operation of removing the head
from a fish.

NAPE--the thinnest part of a fillet, also refered to as
the flap.

PACKING OPERATION--the operation of wrapping fish in
foil and putting it into boxes.

PACKING STATION-- work station where the packing
operation is performed.



PACKING WORKER-- worker that performs the packingoperation.

PARASITES- -The most commonly observed parasites inmarine food fishes are roundworms called nematodes,often called herring worms or cod worms.

PLATE QUICKFREEZER- -the equipment that quickfreezes fishin pans.

QUICKFREEZERsee plate quickfreezer.

SKINNER -- machine that performs the skinning operation.

SKINNING MACHINE--see skinner.

SKINNING OPERATION- -the operation of removing the skinfrom a fillet of fish.

SORTING MACHINE-- machine that grades fish into sizes.

TRIMMING OPERATION--the operation of cutting a fillet tothe right size, cutting off the nape and cutting offany "loose" fish.

TRIMMING STATION--work station where trimming isperformed.

TRIMMING WORKER--worker that performs the trimmingoperation.

WEIGHING STATION--work station where the fish areweighed.



A NETWORK SIMULATION MODEL
OF A FISH PROCESSING PLANT

I. INTRODUCTION

Iceland's most important industry is the fish

industry. Fish products, of which frozen fish is about

40 percent, constitute approximately 70 percent of the

nation's exports [19].

Quick freezing in Iceland has its origin in

Vestmannaeyjar 1910, when experiments were made to quick

freeze halibut for export [8]. The experiments proved

unsuccessful. In 1929 experiments were made with brine

freezing, but this also failed. It was not until 1935

that quick freezing got its third chance when the

markets for salted fish collapsed. In 1936, 6 freezing

plants were built in Iceland, in 1937 there were 14, 44

in 1942, and presently there are more than a hundred

quick freezing plants in Iceland. On the approximately

40,000 square miles island of 240,000 inhabitants,

"fishing is the country's number one foreign currency

earner and a true cornerstone of the economy" [12]

Most of the freezing plants in Iceland are a part

of, either the Icelandic Freezing Plants Corporation

(IFPC), or the Samband of Iceland, both of whom have
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established their own sales affiliates in the United

States.

Both firms are using a differentiation strategy to

get a higher than average price for their products; for

example, the wholesale price of Icelandic 5-lb. boneless

Cod fillets was $1.80 in December 1984 and had been

constant for at least two consecutive years, while for

instance the wholesale price of major competitors from

Canada 5-lb. boneless Cod had been in the range of $1.15

to $1.35 and was at $1.25 in December 1984 [18].

The planning needs for a strategy center such as a

business organization, according to Lorange [11],

follows two dimensions -- business growth rate and

relative market share. A strategy center facing a rapid

growth rate in its industry will be confronted with

planning issues -- primarily adaptation-oriented in

nature, such as expansion into new geographic markets,

reaction to new consumer tastes, or attaining a position

in the market by developing more effective competitive

strategies than the competitor.

High relative market share calls for action to

develop strategic programs for increased efficiency,

more efficient planning of production, development of

more raw material and/or energy, efficient production

processes, and better scheduling of distribution.

Figure 1 illustrates four different types of planning



needs for a strategy center, depending on the two

variables -- business growth and market share.
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Figure 1. Strategic Position Grid for a
Product/Market Element [5]
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The Icelandic freezing plant industry would

probably fall in the "Cash Cow" catagory. This implies

that the integrative planning needs are becoming

increasingly important to the firms involved in the fish

industry, compared to the adaptive planning needs.

Thus, a slightly better facility design or layout, or

better production scheduling can mean large cost

savings.

Presently, many of the freezing plants in Iceland

have computer systems that constantly monitor throughput

and yield at different places in the production line, as

well as collect data for calculating wage incentives
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[13]. Currently, online information systems are being

designed, whose main purpose is to act as a decision

support system for management, by making use of data

that is currently being collected.

One procedure that may be used to improve the

productivity of existing systems without disturbing the

production process or to design more efficient future

systems is that of simulation. Simulation provides a

mechanism for combining different facets of the-

manufacturing organization - production, economic,

technical - into an integrated model, testing different

scenarios and performing sensitivity analysis to select

the "best" combination of process variables and

strategies.

Modeling a fish processing plant has certain

complexities associated with it. For example, modeling

a plant involves modeling both manual work stations and

machines. There are more than 100 types of products

that may constitute the output from a freezing plant,

with as many as 20 products for only one species of

fish. Fortunately though, processing of different

products is similar in that, regardless of the product

type, all products have to go through similar processing

steps.

For different types of product, the task times at

different work stations may be different. Moreover, the
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size of the fish affects the throughput of some of the

work stations but not that of others. The right balance

of workers between the different work stations is of

importance in order to avoid high in-process

inventories. Breakdowns of machines, or breakage of

machine tools such as cutting knives occur occasionally,

thereby creating a possible bottleneck in the process.

The simulation model presented here is a case study

of "Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur h/f", Iceland (Bolungarvik

Freezing Plant Ltd.). Features of the model developed

in this research include process line, machine

breakdowns and repairs, quickfreezing and transportation

of fish. Given this model, it should be an easy task to

adapt this model for any other fish processing plant.

Another characteristic of the model developed here

is its ability to conduct sensitivity analysis.. By

running the model under different scenarios, such as

different number of workers or different sizes of fish,

it may be possible to spot the bottlenecks in the

process for a given type of product.

The inputs to the model consist of machine rates,

number of workers at different types of work stations
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and size of fish, among others. The model provides

statistics for various resources. These include:

a) statistics for variables based on observation such

as waiting time and throughput time.

b) statistics for variables that are a function of

time such as inventory levels and resource

utilizations.

c) statistics for all resources used in the model

including different types of machines, workers and

material handling equipment, and

d) statistics for queues where entities wait to be

processed.

Sensitivity analysis performed on the system provides a

mechanism for evaluating different production and

planning strategies. The results from the model are a

valuable aid for the designer of a fish processing

facility in evaluating the current facility and

designing a future facility, and to the management of a

facility for resource allocation, production planning

and scheduling other regular production decisions.
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II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Literature Review

Although the simulation of a fish processing plant

was not to be found in the literature, some work has

been done in related areas. In a thesis "Production

Scheduling in freezing plants" Einarsson [3], discusses

the problem facing the decision maker in a freezing

plant when deciding which type of packing to use on a

particular day. The thesis includes :

1. A general discussion concerning the factors

which are the most important in choosing among different

types of packing, and the flexibility among the

different types of packings used. A discussion on how

actual decisions related to packing are made is also

included.

2. Some simple rules of thumb to choose between

different packings are investigated.

3. A computer program, designed at the Computer

Center of the University of Iceland is evaluated. This

program uses Linear Programming (LP) to meet the goal of

maximizing profit. The model has a planning horizon of

five days, and tries to maximize profit on a five day

basis. Given the available raw material as well as the
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expected raw material the model suggests which packings

to use for each day of the five day period. The LP

model takes into account constraints such as manpower at

different stages of the process, machine time, age of

raw material and quantity of raw material. Linear

programming on an industrial scale, is primarily used to

solve large complex problems involving a lot of

variables and constraints. Therefore, the problem of

deciding which of the more than 100 packings (there are

over 20 different packings for Cod alone) to use for

available raw material in a freezing plant, can be

structured as a typical LP problem. Such an LP model

can be of enormous help in decision making and the

advantages, by far, outweigh the disadvantages.

Asgeirsson [1] in a thesis on "A test of a Linear

Programming Model for Production Planning in a Freezing

Plant", expanded on the work of Einarsson. Asgeirsson's

objective was to use the' LP model in industry to test

the applicability and flexibility of the model in

practical applications, and to investigate procedures to

make the model more user friendly to potential users.

For the coefficients of the model, average numbers over

a given time period were used. The results reported in

the study show that the output from the model is

generally in agreement with the decisions made by the

production manager. Asgeirsson concludes that, given a
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good users manual it should be a fairly easy task for

any potential user to use the model.

Tryggvason [20], in a thesis, on "Production

Capacity of Freezing Plants" did some sensitivity

analysis using the LP model mentioned above. The

objective of the study was to estimate capacity of

freezing plants in different raw material situations

while accounting for the main restrictions, such as the

number of workers in trimming and packing and number of

filleting machines and different raw materials. The

study also looked at the effects of these restrictions

on the total profit.

Tryggvason develops methods of deciding optimum

numbers of trimming and packing workers, and the optimum

number of filleting machines for a certain type of raw

material. However, the procedures developed in

Tryggvason's research are for the simplified case where

the objective is to maximize profit. In an effort to

estimate the capacity of the freezing plant, Tryggvason

first studies the different interpretations given to the

term "capacity of a plant" in fish processing industry.

The capacity of a plant may imply the throughput that

results in the maximum profit, which may be somewhat

less than the maximum throughput, or the throughput that

gives the highest marginal profit. The LP model is used

to obtain different solutions for different arrival
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rates of raw material per week. From the study,

Tryggvason draws the conclusions that for a given rate

of incoming raw material,,the optimal size of freezing

plant can be calculated, or vice versa.

Jensson, the designer of the LP model and Maack [9]

applied the linear programming model to a real

situation, and obtained very promising results.

However, one of the drawbacks of the LP model is that it

demands satisfactory information about incoming raw

material over the planning horizon being considered.

This kind of information would have to come from the

fishing ship; however, such information is very

difficult to obtain until the ship is ashore. To be

useful for decision makers the model still needs some

design on the "front end" in order to be simple to use,

both in decision making and updating of information it's

based on.

There are further limitations associated with

Linear Programming. One such limitation is that it

cannot deal with uncertainty or probabilistic estimates.

For example, fish brought to processing plants as raw

material is generally in 60 kilogram boxes. The number

of fishes in a 60 kilogram box is a variable depending

on the size and weight of the contents. LP assumes a

deterministic value for the number of fishes in a box.

Condition of the raw material is another important
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factor. In the .LP model it is assumed that either the

raw material is good enough to be packed in every kind

of packing, or that it's too old or spoiled to be used

for quick-freezing and has to be sold to a fishmeal

factory, where the fish is ground and dried to make

fishmeal that is only worth a fraction of good raw

material. In the real situation, the fraction of the

fish that actually can be packed as fillets, depends on

the freshness of the fish. Generally, as the raw

material ages, the proportion of fish packed as fillets

decreases, and the proportion packed as less expensive

products increases. In the simulation model presented

in this study, the age of the fish may be specified by

specifying the proportions of the raw material to be

used as fillets and other less expensive products, thus

giving the simulation model added flexibility.

Simulation

Simulation has been widely used in the past to

study different kinds of processes. It is an excellent

tool for reviewing systems responses over time --

systems that in many cases cannot be modeled

analytically or systems that involve a lot of uncertain

factors. Simulation gives the opportunity to analyse a

real system without actually making any changes to it.

For instance, the effect of adding a new machine or more
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workers can be investigated without disturbing the

process. It can also aid in evaluating a systems

performance before it is built, thus giving the designer

a chance to evaluate the design before making monetary

commitments, and to redesign the "weak spots". In

surveys of the use of management science techniques,

simulation has been at or near the top of the list [14].

Models of systems may be classified as either

discrete or continuous models. In continuous

simulation, the model is constructed by defining

equations for a set of variables. These equations are

called state variables and define the behaviour of the

system. For discrete simulation modeling, three

different approaches may be used:

1) Event Orientation, where the system is modeled by

defining the changes that occur at event times. The

modeler determines the events that can change the state

of the system and then develops the logic associated

with each event type. The simulation of the system is

then produced by executing the logic associated with

each event in a time ordered sequence.

2) Activity Scanning Orientation, where the activities

in which the entities in the system engage are

described, and conditions which cause an activity to

start or end are prescribed. Events which start or end

the activity are initiated from the conditions specified
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for an activity. Conditions for either starting or

ending an activity are scanned every time simulated time

is advanced, so the entire set of activities has to be

scanned for every time advance to ensure that each event

is accounted.

3) Process Orientation combines features of both the

event orientation and activity scanning orientation,

providing a description of the flow of entities through

a process consisting of resources.

Simulation is an excellent tool to view complex

systems that cannot be modeled analytically, making it

possible to explore systems in their totality rather

than just considering the different aspects of them, one

at a time. Simulation is an invaluable tool where

uncertainty is involved. Rather than giving a specific

answer, such as the optimizing procedures like Linear

Programming do, simulation typically turns out a "range"

of answers showing the outcome under different operating

conditions. Sensitivity analysis can easily be

conducted using simulation. For example, effects of

adding a machine to a process, or the effects of laying

off workers in some department can easily be tested.

Compared to Linear Programming, simulation does have a

major drawback -- it is not an optimizing technique.

However, in many cases when maximization or minimization

is the objective, an upper or lower value for the
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parameter being optimized can be calculated, thus making

it possible to tell when a reasonably good solution has

been reached.

In SLAM (,kimulation Language for Alternative

Modeling), the three alternate modeling approaches are

combined, thus providing an executive control program to

control the simulation by advancing time and initating

calls to the appropriate event subroutines at the proper

points in simulated time, relieving the modeler of the

task of sequencing events to occur chronologically: The

main reason for choosing SLAM for this research was to

be able to use the network structure it offers for

building a simulation model, comprised of specialized

symbols called nodes and branches. These model elements

in a process such as queues, servers, and decision

points. The modeler then combines these symbols into a

network model which pictorially represents the system.

This network usually has similarities with the layout of

the physical system itself, thus enhancing the modelers

understanding of the real system. Furthermore, in

network simulation the emphasis is on the representation

and modeling of the system, rather than on understanding

and writing computer codes.

Although SLAM has only been around since 1979, it

has been used in a variety of situations. Examples of

its application include simulation of a production and
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distribution system for grain in the United States [6],

investigation of the potential for controlling the

tobacco budworm through hybrid sterilization [10],

analysis of the proposed designs of an aerospace

manufacturing facility', assessment of material handling

and storage requirements at a blast furnace, and

evaluation of the throughput of a new pharmaceutical

production line [16]; A detailed description and

documentation of the SLAM simulation language is

provided in [15].

Process description

Fish processing encompasses the entire process from

the arrival of raw fish to a factory to packing. The

steps involved in processing the fish are common to most

industries. As an example of the process in a fish

processing factory the process used in "Ishusfelag

Bolungarvikur", (Bolungarvik Iceland), will now be

described. The material flow is shown in Figure 2.
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COOLER
Fish kept in approx. 90 liter boxes (60 kg of fish in

each)

Fish boxes moved
by fork lift

towards the emptying
station

BOXEMPTYING STATION
Boxes emptied, separation of

fish and ice. (Fish is put into a
buffer in front of the sorting machine

SORTING MACHINE
(optional)

Fish sorted in to 2 to 3 size groups

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL

LIFT 1 LIFT 2
Fish moved to second floor

Fish moved towards headers
and filleting machines on

conveyor belts

Figure 2. A Rough Description of the Process
in a Typical Fish Processing Plant.

(Continued on next page)
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COD
HADDOCK HALIBUT OCEAN
POLLOCK FLOUNDER PEARCH
CATFISH

4

HEADER 1 HEADER 2 FILLETING FILLETING
MACHINE MACHINE

FILLETING FILLETING
MACHINE MACHINE

SKIN OFF SKIN OFF -SKIN OFF SKIN OFF
MACHINE MACHINE MACHINE MACHINE

Fillets put into boxes.
Approx. 20 kg in each

CONVEYOR
k
BELT

WEIGHING STATION
Weight adjusted to 20 kg.

Boxes moved on carts
towards the trimming
work stations

TRIMMING WORK STATIONS
(10-64 stations)
Flap of fish removed,
leftover bones removed,
parasites (if any) removed

Figure 2. (Continued) A Rough Description of the
Process in a Typical Fish Processing Plant.

(Continued on next page)
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CONVEYOR BELTS

WEIGHING STATION
Fish from each work station

weighed to keep track of yield

CONVEYOR BELTS

PACKING STATIONS
(5-30 work stations)

Fish wrapped and put into small
boxes 1-15 lbs, the boxes are
then put into "pans" 10-30

boxes in each

PANS MOVED BY CARTS

PLATE QUICK FREEZERS
5 Freezers 30 pans in each

Capacity 150 Pans
Fish is put into the freezers and

kept there for 2.5 hours

AFTER FREEZING WORK STATION
Small boxes removed form the frames
or pans and put into approx 50 lbs
boxes. Those boxes are then put on

pallets 40-60 on each

PALLETS MOVED BY FORK LIFTER TO FREEZER

FREEZER
Capacity 40,000 boxes (50,000 at extra cost)
Fish is kept in freezer until it's shipped

off to market

Figure 2. (Continued) A Rough Description of the
Process in a Typical Fish Processing Plant.
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The raw material (fish) is delivered to the factory

by two trawlers and by boats. One of the trawlers is

about 350 tons and can bring in 0 to 140 tons on each

fishing trip. The other trawler is a 500 ton trawler

and can bring in 0 to 200 tons on each fishing trip. A

fishing trip can take 2 to 11 days. The boats usually

go out in the morning and bring in their catch in the

evening; their total catch ranging from 10 to 70 tons.

The fish is bleed (the throat is cut) and gutted

(the guts taken out) onboard the ships. It is then iced

and put into boxes, each box containing approximately 60

kilograms of fish. Once ashore, the fish (still in the

boxes) is put into a cooler at the plant. The cooler

capacity is around 300 tons, or about 5000 boxes.

When work starts on the fish, it is moved by a fork

lift, eight boxes at a time, from the cooler to a "box-

emptying station". The boxes are emptied and the fish

separated from the ice. The fish then goes to a sorting

machine. The sorting procedure, which is optional,

grades the fish into 2 to 3 sizes. The main proCessing

area in this particular plant is located on the second

floor, so after grading, the fish is moved by an

elevator to the second floor. Currently, two elevators

are in operation. Next, the fish undergoes three

sequential machining operations.
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1. The heading operation : The fish is put

through a machine (header) that takes the head off

the fish. The head is put away to be sold to a

fishmeal factory. The head is approximately 30

percent of the weight of the fish (as it comes to

the factory). When the fish comes out of the

header it is ready to be put through the filleting

machine. There is no transportation required to

move the fish from the heading machine to the

filleting machine. There is a small buffer between

the header and the filleting machine though. Each

header requires one operator.

2. The filleting operation : Fillets are the

boneless or pinbone in, sides of a fish, cut away

from the backbone and removed in one piece [17].

The fish are put through a filleting machine, which

fillets the fish. The backbone and the rest of the

fish, excluding the fillets, is put away to be sold

to a fish meal factory. The backbone constitutes

approximately 17 percent of a gutted fish; hence,

the fillets are approximately 53 percent of a

gutted fish. Each fish yields two fillets, and

each filleting machine requires one operator.

3. The skinning operation : The fillets from

the filleting machine are next processed by a

skinning machine. Skinning a fillet means to
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remove the skin from the fillet. The fillets,

coming out of the filleting machine, are within

reach of the operator of the skinning machine. The

skinning machine requires one operator to feed it.

Some filleting machines automatically feed the

fillets into the skinning machines. The skin which

constitutes 3 to 10 percent of the weight of the

fish coming into the plant is put away with the

bones and heads to be sold to a fishmeal factory.

The overall yield from the three machines varies

from about 38 to about 48 percent.

When the fillets come out of the skinning machine

they are put into trays, approximately 20 kilograms in

each tray. These trays are sent to a weighing station

to ensure that the weight of each tray be as close to 20

kilograms as possible. Once weighed, the trays are

stored in a "buffer" until being worked on at the

trimming stations. The output from the trimming

stations consists of these products:

1. Napes:' The thinnest part of a fillet, the

part that covered the guts before the fish was

gutted. Napes are also refered to as the flaps.

2. Block : To give a trimmed fillet a better

look, some parts of the fillet are removed. The

parts removed, other than the napes, are referred

to as block.
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3. Trimmed fillet : A fillet can be trimmed

in many ways. One way is to cut off the nape,

remove the pinbone (a bone leftover by the

filleting machines) and then cut the fillet to make

it look better, which often involves cutting off

some of the tail or other parts of the fillet that

may look "loose".

At the trimming station the fillets are trimmed,

the pinbone and any other leftover bones are removed,

the nape is cut off and parasites removed if any. After

the trimming of one 20 kilogram tray is completed, the

resulting three products, trimmed fillets, napes and

block are sent to a weighing station, where they are

weighed and stacked in a buffer waiting to be packed.

The primary task at a packing station is the

wrapping of fillets, napes and block, and storage of

these products in boxes. There are three types of

packing stations for each species, one for fillets, one

for napes and one for block. The packing for the

fillets is a function of the procedure used for trimming

the fillets and the species of the fish. For the napes

and the block there are fewer alternatives, hence for

most species there are only two types of packings for

these two products. The weight of the packed fish boxes

ranges from 5 to 20 lbs. After the fish has been

packed, the boxes are put into pans. The number of
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boxes in one pan may range from 4 to 45, depending on

the size of the box. As the pans are filled, they are

taken to a buffer in front of the quickfreezer units

where they wait until a quickfreezer unit becomes

available. Since the capacity of each quickfreezer unit

is 30 pans, the pans are not put into the quickfreezer

until there are at least 30 pans waiting. After the

fish has been quickfrozen, the packages are put into

boxes, approximately 50 lbs in each. Those boxes are

then put on pallets and stored in the freezer until

being shipped for export.
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III. MODELING APPROACH

Programming Language

The simulation model for a fish processing facility

was developed using SLAM network modeling. The SLAM

network approach uses the concept of nodes and branches

to translate a system into a simulation model.

In the simulation model developed in this research,

the fish boxes are modeled as entities in the system.

The machines, operators and material handling equipment

represent resources in the system. As the entities

(that is, fish) move through the system, they are

processed by resources. Processing may involve

transformation in the state of entities, division of the

entity into components (as for example, when a fish is

divided into napes, block and fillets), or simple

movement of entities in the system. A series of

variables that model the state of the system are

referred to as global variables. The value of a global

variable, if changed at a specific location in the

network, changes throughout the entire network. An

example of a global variable is the number of entities

in the system. A second set of variables is unique to

each entity, and are called the attributes of an entity.
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An example of an attribute is the weight of a tray of

fillets. The objective in the simulation model is to

describe the changes affecting the entities in terms of

the attributes and global variables, and to evaluate

statistics of interest to the user of the model such as

resource utilization's, throughput times, and in-process

inventory levels.

Before describing the simulation model, the nodes

used in this model are briefly reviewed. A detailed

descripition of the nodes is given in Pritsker and

Pegden [15].

The CREATE node

The CREATE node is used to generate entities and

route them into the system. Its main function is to

start the simulation by scheduling the first arrival to

the system, and then continuing the simulation by

generating subsequent arrivals. The CREATE node and its

parameters are illustrated in Figure 3.
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TF

TBC

TF = time of creation of first entity

TBC = time between creation of entities, can be :

a) constant
b) random variable described by a statistical

distribution

MA = the creation time of an entity is stored
in the MA-th attribute of the entity

MC = the maximum number of entities that can be
created at the node

M = the maximum number of branches to be
taken from the node

Figure 3. The CREATE node

The ASSIGN node

The ASSIGN Node is essentially used for assigning

values to global variables and attributes of an entity.

The SLAM network provides a set of 100 global variables

and 100 attributes that are defined by the vector XX(I)

and ATRIB(I), respectively, where I is an integer number

ranging from 1 to 100. Thus, the system has provision

for the user to define upto 100 global variables or

attributes.
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Variable = value

Figure 4. The ASSIGN node.

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES are modeled by branches. Explicit time

delays for entities flowing through the network can only

be prescribed at branches. For each branch there is one

starting node and one ending node. A number of branches

can emanate from the same start node. When an entity

departs from the start node it is routed through one or

more branches emanating from the node. The number of

branches to be taken by an entity are specified at the

start node. Given more than one branch from a node, the

branch to be selected by an entity may be specified

using either probabilistic or conditional branching.

For probabilistic branching each branch is assigned a

certain probability of selection; in case of conditional

branching a branch is selected if the entity meets

certain prescribed conditions.
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DUR, PROB OR COND

DUR = the duration specified for the activity

PROB = the probability of selecting the activity

COND = a condition for selecting the activity

Figure 5. ACTIVITIES

The RESOURCE BLOCK

The RESOURCE BLOCK identifies the resource name,

the initial capacity of the resource and the order in

which files, associated with the AWAIT Nodes, are to be

selected in order to allocate freed units of the

resource to entities. The files represent queues where

entities wait for a unit of resource to become

available. During simulation, the resource capacity may

be altered, as for example, the decrease in available

fork lifts when no more fish is to be entered into the

system.
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RLBL(IRC) IFL1 1 IFL2 v

RLBL = the RESOURCE name

IRC = number of units of the resource that are
allocated at the beginning of a run

IFL1, IFL2,... = file numbers where entites
wait for RESOURCE to become
available

Figure 6. The RESOURCE BLOCK

The ALTER node

The ALTER node is used to change the units of

RESOURCE available for allocation in the network. When

an entity flows through an ALTER node, the capacity of a

given RESOURCE is changed by the number of units

specified by the user. The units specified may be

positive, if resource level is to be increased, or

negative if the resource level is to be decreased.

However, any attempt to decrease the resource level

below zero is ignored by the system.
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RLBL = RESOURCE name

CC = number of units the RESOURCE is altered by

M = the maximum number of branches to take from
the node

Figure 7. The ALTER node

The FREE node

At a FREE node, units of a RESOURCE that were

allocated to an entity at an AWAIT node are released.

Those units of RESOURCE can then be instantly allocated

to entities waiting for the RESOURCE at an AWAIT node.

F 1IT ')

RLBL = RESOURCE name

OF = units of resource type RLBL released

M = maximum number of branches to be taken
from the node

Figure 8. The FREE node
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The GATE BLOCK

A GATE BLOCK, like the RESOURCE BLOCK, is a

declaration node and is used to define a GATE, that is,

the name of the GATE, the initial status of the GATE

(whether initially open or closed), and the file numbers

associated with entities waiting for a gate to be opened

at AWAIT nodes. A GATE BLOCK is essentially a RESOURCE

block with infinite capacity. The entities may pass

through a GATE if the GATE is open; otherwise, the flow

of entities is halted in the network.

GLBL OPEN or CLOSE IFL1 IFL2

GLBL = name of the GATE

OPEN = declares that the GATE is initially OPEN

CLOSE = declares that the GATE is initially CLOSED

IFL1, IFL2,... = file numbers where entities wait
for the GATE to open

Figure 9. The GATE BLOCK

The AWAIT node

Entities waiting for one or more units of a

RESOURCE, or entities waiting for a GATE to open, wait

at AWAIT nodes. The AWAIT nodes represent queues or
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files associated with RESOURCES and GATES, and

automatically maintain statistics on such measures as

average number of entities in the file and the average

waiting time for an entity in the file.

RLBL = name of RESOURCE

UR = units of resource RLBL

IFL = the file or queue for storing the entities

GLBL = name of GATE

M = the maximum number of branches to be taken
from the node

Figure 10. The AWAIT node

The PREEMPT node

If an entity encounters a PREEMPT node it can

preempt a resource that has already been allocated to

another entity. Preemption may be made based on a

priority assigned to an entity that arrives at the node.

The preempted entity is routed to a specified node; if

no node is specified the entity is routed to the AWAIT

or PREEMPT node it originated from) where it is placed at

the head of the queue to be processed when a RESOURCE

becomes available. The remaining processing time for
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the entity at the time of preemption may be stored as an

attribute value of the entity.

IFL PR
RLBL

NATR

PR = priority specification for preemption; may be
based on low or high value of an attribute.

RLBL = name of RESOURCE

NATR = Attribute number which contains the
remaining processing time of the
preempted entity

IFL = the file or queue for storing the entities

M = maximum number of branches to take

Figure 11. The PREEMPT node

The OPEN node

When an entity flows through an OPEN node it causes

a gate specified at the OPEN node to be opened. This

causes all entities waiting at an AWAIT node associated

with the gate to be released to the network..

GLBL = name of GATE to be opened

M = maximum number of branches to take

Figure 12. The OPEN node
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The CLOSE node

A CLOSE node causes all subsequent entities

arriving at an AWAIT node associated with a GATE to wait

until the gate is reopened using the OPEN node.

GLBL = the name of the gate to be closed

M = maximum number of branches to take

Figure 13. The CLOSE node

The GOON node

The GOON node is used to model sequential

activities, that is, to separate one activity from

another. Its function is equivalent to the CONTINUE

statement in FORTRAN.

M = maximum number of branches to take from the
node

Figure 14. The GOON node
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The COLCT node

At a COLCT node statistics may be collected on the

following variables:

a) FIRST : The time of first arrival to the node.

b) ALL : The arrival time of all entities to the

node

c) BETWEEN : The time between arrivals of

entities.

d) INTERVAL : The arrival time of an entity to the

COLCT node minus the attribute value of that

entity stored in the mark attribute (as

specified in the CREATE node)

e) SLAM variable : The value of a SLAM variable is

recorded as an observaiton every time an entity

arrives to the node.

(TYPE ID,H

TYPE = type of variable to be collected

ID = a 16 character identifier for the node

H = specifications for a histogram

M = number of branches to take from the node

Figure 15. The COLCT node
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The ACCUMULATE node

The ACCUMULATE node is released only when a

prescribed number of entities have arrived to the

ACCUMULATE node. As an example, consider an aircraft

which may only leave after 150 passengers have boarded.

An ACCUMULATE node will hold the aircraft until the

specified number of passengers have arrived. Since only

one entity is released for n entities arriving to an

ACCUMULATE node, a specification is required for the

attribute to be saved. For example, the user may

specify that attributes of first or last entity causing

the release of ACCUMULATE to be saved, or some additive

or multiplicative measure of the attributes of all

entities to be saved. A specification is required, as

to how many entities are needed to release the node,

both for the first time-and for subsequent releases.

FR = first release requirement, for node

SR = subsequent release requirement

SAVE = rule for saving attributes when entities are
accumulated

Figure 16. The ACCUMULATE node
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The TERMINATE node

A TERMINATE node causes an entity to be removed

from the network after all the requested processing has

been performed.

TC = number of entities at the node to terminate a
simulation

Figure 17. The TERMINATE node

Simulation Model

In an effort to keep the model as simple as

possible but realistic, it is designed to handle two

species of fish at a time. Furthermore, species-1 can

be processed into two different products of fillets,

referred to as type-1 and type-2, and the two side

products, napes and block, so that there are four

different products that can be made from species-1, on

any given day. From species-2 there are three products

that can be made; the fillets, and the side products,

napes and block. Species-1 or species-2 can represent

any species processed at the fish processing plant.

Therefore, the above restrictions should not limit the
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generality of the model, particularly since no more than

7 types of products are produced at a fish processing

plant on any given day.

To accomplish this objective, three types of

trimming workstations and seven types of packing

stations are required. A complete listing of the SLAM

model is given in Appendix 2, and definitions of all

variables used are given in Appendix 1.

The model consists of five separate sub-networks.

As shown in Figures 18 to 22, the resources and the

gates which represent declarative nodes, have to be

declared before being used in the network. The

resources used in the model are 1

1) Fork lifter for species-1

2) Fork lifter for species-2

3) Box emptying station for either species

4) Elevator for transporting fish

5) Machine performing the heading, filleting

and skinning operations for species-1

6) Machine performing the heading, filleting

and skinning operations for species-2

7) Trimming stations for species-1, type-1

8) Trimming stations for species-1, type-2

9) Trimming stations for species-2
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10) Weighing station for trimmed fillets, napes

and block

11) Packing station for fillets of species-1,

type-1

12) Packing station for fillets of species-1,

type-2

13) Packing stations for napes of species-1

(either type)

14) Packing stations for block of species-1

(either type)

15) Packing stations for fillets of species-2

16) Packing stations for napes of species-2

17) Packing stations for block of species-2

18) Quick freezer units for pans

At the start of the simulation the user is asked to

provide interactively, the values of the system

parameters. The system parameters include, number of

trimming work stations, number of packing work stations,

yield of machines, yield of trimming workers, division

of raw material between the products, and the breakdown

and the repair rates of the machines. Default values

for each parameter are built into the model; if the user

wants to overwrite these values, new values may be

provided. This facility is designed using a FORTRAN

written front-end program which is run prior to running

the simulation model itself. The FORTRAN program reads
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the values into a file that is later called by the SLAM

network program. The call is made by a user function,

also written in FORTRAN. The user function and the

front-end program are described later in this chapter

and their listings are given in Appendices 3 and 4,

respectively.

The function of the first network, shown in

Figure 18, is to change the capacity of resources during

the simulation execution. SLAM requires that the

resource block specify a non-zero level of resources at

the start of the simulation. However, work does not

start at the same time throughout the fish processing

plant. So although work may have started on some

machines at the start of the day, work further down the

line starts some 30 to 60 minutes later. Thus, the

capacity of these resources is decreased to zero until

30 minutes after the start of the simulation, when

entities have reached the stations represented by these

resources. At this stage, the resource capacity of

these resources is increased to the specified level.

The decrement in resources not being initially utilized

is required so as not to affect the resource

utilization.

The second network, illustrated in Figure 19,

serves to to stop the flow of fish from the cooler into

the network after five hours (300 minutes) of
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processing. This is accomplished by altering the

capacity of the two fork lifters to zero, and thereby

making them unavailable to transfer more fish to the

system. The reason for stopping the flow of fish to the

network after five hours is to ensure that no fish is

left in the system as process inventories at the end of

the work day; otherwise, any unprocessed fish will

deteriorate by the next workday.

The third network, shown in Figure 20, is used to

keep track of the utilization of the machine

representing the heading, filleting, and the skinning

operations. At intervals of ten minutes, a user written

function is called to record the current utilization of

the machines.

The fourth network, illustrated in Figure 21,

models breakdowns and repair of filleting machines. To

accomplish this, PREEMPT nodes are used to release the

resources that represent the machines performing

heading, filleting and the skinning operations. The

time between breakdowns is assumed to have a triangular

distribution, whose parameters are supplied by the user.

The repair time is assumed to be uniformly distributed

between a low and a high value, these parameters are

also supplied by the user. The parameters may vary for

different machines. The distributions and the default

values for the parameters of both distributions used in
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Figure 19. Network 2 : Control of Raw Material.
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Figure 20. Network 3 : Utilization of Machines.
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the model are based on assesments of the production

supervisor at "Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur" (5].

The fifth network which is the main network, is

illustrated in Figure 22. It should be noted that one

entity, represents different things in different parts

of the network. For instance early in the network an

entity represents loads of 8-60 kilogram boxes, later it

represents 1-60 kilogram box. This change is reflected

by the assignments at the different ASSIGN nodes in the

network.

Most of the nodes are labeled, both for clarity,

and to facilitate the movement of entities over non-

sequential nodes. In the following decription the

labels will often be used to refer to the specific nodes

in Figure 22. To distinguish between different types of

nodes, the labels for each type of node begin with a

letter corresponding to the name of the node. For

example for a CREATE node, the node label is CRxx, where

xx is an alphanumeric assignment differentiating the

node. Similarly, labels for other nodes include : Axxx

for or ASSIGN nodes, Gxxx for AWAIT nodes associated

with a GATE, Rxxx for an AWAIT node associated with a

RESOURCE, Prxx for PREEMPT nodes, Fxxx for FREE nodes,

Oxxx for OPEN nodes, Cxxx for CLOSE nodes, GOxx for GOON

nodes, LCxx for COLCT nodes, and TExx for the TERMINATE

node.
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The RESOURCE BLOCK

RLBL IFL1 IFL2

COOLER1(5000) 1
FORK1(1) 3

FORK2(1) 4

BOXEM(1) 5
ELEV(2) 9
HEFISK1(1) 11 13
HEFISK2(1) 12 14
HEFISK1B(1) 10 15
TRIM11(65) 22
TRIM12(65) 23
TRIM21(65) 24
WEIGH2(1) 25
FILLP11(30) 27
FILLP12(30) 26
FILLP21(30.) 28
FLAP11(30) 29
FLAP21(30) 30
BLOCK11(30) 31
BLOCK21(30) 32
QUICKF(5) 35

The GATE BLOCK

GLBL OPEN or CLOSE IFL1 IFL2

GMACHOUT OPEN 19
GWEIGH OPEN 21
GQUICK CLOSED 33

Figure 22. Network 5 : The Main Network.
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The simulation starts at time zero corresponding to

the start of the work day. At this time, an entity is

created at the CREATE node, CRE1. This entity is used

to generate the boxes of species-1 at the assign node

ASO1, and the number of boxes of species-2 at the Assign

node, AS02. Both entities go to the resource node RCO1

to be stored in the cooler. The entity to be processed

is removed from the cooler; the processing depends on

the type of fish species. For species-1, an entity at

this stage represents an 8-box load. At the await node,

RFK1 the entity waits for the availability of the fork

lift, FORK1, which transports it to the box emptying

station.

In the decription that follows, the simulation

model corresponding to the production line for the fish

of species-1 producing fillets of type-1 is described.

Species-1 can be any one of the species processed at the

fish processing plant, and type-1 from that species can

represent any of the fillet product from that species.

Besides the fillets, napes, block and other side

products are also produced. The simulation model for

the processing of other raw material (for example, fish

of species-2) is identical to the description given

below.

On the way to the box emptying station, the current

time is recorded to represent the time the fish is
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removed from the cooler. This time is later on used to

calculate the total processing time for the fish. The

entity waits for a worker to become available at the box

emptying station, REXM. It takes two to four minutes to

empty the eight boxes the entity represents. The fish

is then moved by means of a conveyor to the elevator.

The elevator moves the fish from the first floor to the

main processing area which is on the second floor in the

particular plant being modeled. The time it takes to

put the fish into the elevator, move it to the second

floor, empty it and return it down again is uniformly

distributed between three and seven minutes.

An entity still represents the quantity of 8-60

kilogram boxes. For each entity that comes out of the

elevator, seven additional entites are entered into the

network. Hence, one entity now represents the quantity

in 1-60 kilogram box. The number of fishes in the 60

kilogram box is normally distributed with a mean and

standard deviation that may be supplied by the user.

Next the fish is taken through three operations --

the heading operation, the filleting operation and the

skinning operation. These three operations are modeled

as being performed by only one machine since in the real

situation the three machine speeds are very well

synchronized. Entities waiting for this machine to

become available, wait at either one of the await nodes
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RMA1 or RMB1. The processing time for each entity is

the time it takes to process fish from one 60 kilogram

box. The processing time for each fish is constant,

therefore, the processing time of one box of fish is

dependent on the number of fishes in that box. The

product from this machine consists of fillets, head,

skin and bones. Fillets, the main product, are stored

in 20 kilogram trays. As mentioned earlier, trimming

and the subsequent opei'ations start 30 minutes into the

workday. Thus, an attempt is made to build inventory of

fillets before the trimming operation begins. After

entities have undergone the heading, filleting and the

skinning operations, their weight has decreased because

the heads and bones have been removed, and only fillets

are left. An entity continuing to the trimming station

represents 20 kilograms of fillets. The assignments

reflecting this change are made at the assign nodes AS39

and AS40. The heads and bones are sent to a fishmeal

factory, where they are ground and dried, to make

fishmeal. The number of fillets in a tray follows a

normal distribution, whose parameters are derived from

the distribution for number of fishes in a 60 kilogram

box.

When a trimming worker becomes available, a check

is made on the inventory of 20 kilogram trays; the

forklift is allowed to put more 60 kilogram boxes into
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the system if the inventory is below 20. The standard

trimming time, supplied by the user, depends on the

species being processed, and on the number of fillets in

a tray. In general, for a given number of fillets in a

tray, the trimming speed varies from 70 to 140 percent

of the standard speed. For each tray processed by the

worker, three entities continue through the process.

The first entity represents the trimmed fillets from a

20 kilogram tray; the second entity represents the

napes from a 20 kilogram tray; and the third entity

represents the block from a 20 kilogram tray. These

three entities are weighed at the weighing station,

RWE2, before being packed.

The three products -- fillets, napes and block --

are packed at separate work stations. The processing

time for an entity depends on the type of product being

produced; fora particular product, the standard time to

pack each kilogram may be supplied by the user. At the

plant being modeled, the speed of a worker to pack each

kilogram of fillets, napes and block is uniformly

distributed between 70 and 140 percent of the standard

speed. The three products are accumulated separately.

For example, the packed fillets are collected in pans.

After a specified weight of fillets have been loaded in

a pan, it waits at the await node, GQCR, until 30 pans

have collected. When 30 pans have arrived at the
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freezer waiting area, the entire load consisting of 30

pans is ready to be loaded into a quickfreezer unit as

soon as one becomes available. The entity representing

30 pans, occupies the quickfreezer unit for 150 minutes,

after which the quickfreezer unit is released for

storage of new loads. The 30 pans released from the

quickfreezer unit are now available as frozen pans. The

small boxes from the pans are packed in larger boxes,

and these boxes then transported to a freezer; the

transportation time being one minute for the quantity

from one pan. The pans are stored in the freezer until

the time of distribution.

Uncertainty Modeling

Uncertainty in the system has been modeled using

Probability distributions. The factors that represent

uncertainty include the number of fishes in a box, the

number of fillets in a tray, and the service time for

activities. The choice of the distributions. used in

this model was based on either the data obtained from

"Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur", or an assessment of a

production supervisor at "Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur".

The activity distributions and their parameters are

summarized below.
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Table 1. Activity distributions and their parameters.

Activity Distribution Parameters

Forklift
operation

Boxemptying
operation

Elevator
roundtrip

Heading +
Filleting +
Skinning

Transport-
ation to
Trimming
stations

Trimming
Speed

Weighing

Packing
Speed

Quick
freezing

Number of
fishes per
60 kilograms

Number of
fillets in
a 20 kilo-
gram tray

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

UNIFORM

CONSTANT
per fish

CONSTANT
per tray

UNIFORM

CONSTANT

UNIFORM

CONSTANT

NORMAL

NORMAL

Minimum=3
Maximum=7

Minimum=2
Maximum=4

Minimum=3
Maximum=7

0.038
minutes per
fish

2 minutes

Minimum=0.7
Maximum=1.4

0.1 minute

Minimum=0.7
Maximum=1.4

150 minutes

Mean=28.5
Std.dev.=3.26

Mean=42.22
Standard
deviation=4.83
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A brief discussion of some of the more critical

distributions follows.

The machine time for, heading, filleting and

skinning operations of one 60 kilogram box of fish is

dependent on the number of fishes in the box. This is

because the fishes are processed individually.

Therefore, although the machine speed is a known

constant, that alone is not sufficient to predict the

processing time for a box of fish. The data for one

shipment of fish brought in at Bolungarvik Freezing

Plant ("Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur") was made available by

the management of the organization. The data included

the weight of the boxes and the number of fishes in a

box.

To evaluate the distribution for the number of

fishes in a 60 kilogram box, the number of fishes in a

box was divided by the weight of the box and then

multiplied by 60. By doing this, an entity

representing one box could be assumed to have a constant

weight of 60 kilograms, and a certain distribution for

the number of fishes in the box. The normalized data is

shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Number of fishes in a 60 kilogram box.

Cell
Number

Number of
Fishes per
60 kilograms

Observed
Frequency

1 18 1

2 19 0

3 20 1
4 21 2

5 22 3

6 23 7

7 24 10
8 25 13
9 26 18

10 27 27
11 28 20
12 29 19
13 30 34
14 31 19
15 32 20
16 33 8

17 34 2

18 35 1
19 36 2

20 37 2

21 38 1

Number of observations = 210
Number of fishes, Mean = 28.48
Standard Deviation = 3.259

By plotting out the data it appeared that a normal

distribution could be fitted to the data. Fig. 23,

shows the histogram of the data and of a normal

distribution with the same mean and standard deviation.

The Chi squared test [2], used to test the

appropriateness of the normal distribution to the data,

also indicated that the normal distribution represents

an adequate fit to the data.
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Figure 23. Number of fishes in a 60 kilogram box.
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To apply the chi-squared test, the intervals for

which the expected frequency is too small to be treated

separately, have to be combined. to form a larger

frequency interval. "Too small" here implies an

expected frequency less than five. This procedure is

valid if there are more than 10 categories, and less

than 20 percent of the expected frequencies is below

five. In Table 3, the data has been rearranged to

reflect the above change.

Table 3. Number of fishes in a box, observed and
expected frequency.

Cell
Number

Number of
Fishes

Observed
Frequency

Expected
Frequency

1 21 4 3.2
2 22 3 3.6
3 23 7 6.3
4 24 10 10.0
5 25 13 14.6
6 26 18 19.3
7 27 27 23.2
8 28 20 25.5
9 29 19 25.4
10 30 34 23.1
11 31 19 19.1
12 32 20 14.3
13 33 8 9.8
14 34 2 6.1
15 35 6 6.5

Sum 210 210

The data now has 15 cells. To calculate the

expected frequencies three quantities obtained from the
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observed data were used -- the mean, the standard

deviation and the total observed frequency. Therefore,

the number of degrees of freedom is 12,.that is, total

cells minus the number of parameters estimated from the

data.

According to Walpole and Myers (22], a goodness-of-

fit test between observed and expected frequencies is

based on the quantity,

2 2*Chi = (oi-ei) /ei

where Chit is 1Vvalue of the random variable X2

whose sampling distribution is approximated very closely

by the chi-square distribution. The symbols of and ei

represent the observed and the expected frequencies,

respectively, for the i-th cell. The chi-squared test

is used here to test the following hypothesis :

Null hypothesis : The normal distribution gives
a good fit to the data.

versus the alternative hypothesis,

Alternative hypothesis : The normal distribution
is not a good fit to the
data.

Using the above equation the calculated value of X2

is 14.55. From tables for the Chi-squared distribution

[2], for a confidence level of 0.95 and 12 degrees of

freedom, the critical value for X2 is 21.03. To be

significant the calculated value hasto be greater than

the critical value obtained from tha tables. Since the

calculated value of 14.55 is less than the critical
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value of 21.03 at the 5 percent level, the null

hypothesis that the number of fishes per 60 kilograms

has a normal distribution with mean of 28.5 and standard

deviation of 3.26 may be accepted.

Another uncertainty to be dealt with is the

trimming time of one tray of fillets. The trimming

times may be based on standard times. Currently, a wage

incentive system is being used at fish processing plants

in Iceland, that takes into account both the working

speed of a worker and the yield. To calculate the wage

incentives, the workeis speed is compared to a standard

speed. The following formula, obtained from "Working

Methods, Guide and Standards for Wage Incentives in

Freezing Plants" [21] may be used for calculating

standard times.

Standard time = Cl +

c2 * number of fillets per kilogram +

c3 * number of parasites +

c4 * number of filleting defects per kilogram

where

cl,c2,c3 and c4 are constants depending

on the type of product being produced,

and are given for all the different

product types in [21].

The model can be simplified by assuming that the

number of parasites is constant for each run, and also
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that the filleting defects are constant during a run.

Incorporating these assumptions reduces the formula to :

Standard time = Cl +
C2 * number of fillets per kilogram.

Once the distribution for the number of fish per 60

kilograms is known, a distribution for number of

fillets per 20 kilogram tray may be derived. This is

because the yield of the heading, filleting and skinning

machines is generally, constant. Furthermore, when

filleted, the fish is divided into two equally big

parts, the two fillets. Therefore the distribution of

the number of fishes in a 20 kilogram tray is a constant

multiple of the number of fishes in a 60 kilogram box.

That constant is (20 kg/60 kg)*(2 fillets/fish)/(yield

of machines). According to Giffin [4] multiplying a

random variable by a constant, C, has the following

effect.

new mean = old mean * C, and

new variance = old variance * C2

The task time, for exactly the same kind of task,

also varies between workers, and an estimate from

Gudmundsson [5], shows that the lowest speed for a

worker was about 70 percent of the standard speed and

the highest speed was about 140 percent of the standard

speed. Using this information, a uniform distribution

seems to be appropriate for estimating the speed of a
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trimming worker, using 0.7 as a minimum and 1.4 as a

maximum value for the parameters of the uniform

distribution. The actual trimming time is therefore

evaluated by first calculating the standard time which

varies with the number of fillets in a tray, and then

dividing by the uniform distribution.

There is also some uncertainty associated with the

packing times. For a given type 'of packing, the

standard time is given in [21], as the standard time for

trimming. The standard time is a constant for a given

type of packing and is not dependent on parameters like

number of fillets per kilogram. The packing speed of a

worker is estimated by [5] to vary in the same fashion

as the trimming speed of a worker, that is, a uniform

distribution, with minimum of 0.7 and maximum of 1.4 of

the standard speed. The default values specified for

other distributions are similarly based on the current

practices at "Ishusfelag Bolungarvikur", Iceland.

Front End Design

To make the model more user friendly and flexible,

a "front end" to the model was designed. The objective

was to allow the user to input parameters of the system

or to change default parameters. Another advantage of

the front end is that a user can effectively use the
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model without any knowledge of the SLAM simulation

language.

The front-end, called READIN, is listed in

Appendix 4. It is a separate FORTRAN based program,

that is executed at the start of the simulation. The

values the user wants to change on input are read into a

file which is then called by the SLAM network program.

The program, READIN, starts by asking for names of

two files that it creates. The first file contains the

values of all the variables input by the user, as well

as default values that are not changed by the user.

This file is later linked to the SLAM network system.

The second file contains the user-computer dialog as the

front end program is executed. This file may later be

printed for the user, so that the user can review the

information and make pertinent changes before running

the network program itself.

The program displays the default values for each

parameter and prompts the user for making any changes,

if desired. The user has the option of changing the

following parameters :

(1) Trimming workers: Since three different types of

trimming workers can be used at a time to turn out

three different types of fillets (two for

species-1, and one for species-2), three types of

trimming workers are modeled.
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(2) Packing workers : As mentioned earlier, two types

of fillets can come from species-1, and one type

from species-2. .Although the two types of fillets

for species-1 are cut differently, the napes and

the block are similar for both types of cuts.

Therefore, there are four different products that

come from species-1, the two types of fillets, the

napes and the block. For species-2, there are

three different products, the fillets, the napes

and the block. Altogether there are seven products

that can be made at the plant, in a given day.

This implies that seven types of packing workers

are required to pack, four types of products for

species-1 and three types of products for

species-2.

(3) Parameters for calculating standard times for

trimming and for packing : The standard times for

trimming are based on the following formula :

Standard time = Cl +
C2*[number of fillets per kilogram]

Therefore, only the values of Cl and C2 have to be

read in. Those values are usually different for

different types of fillets, or for different

species. The default values are taken from [1].
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The standard times for packing are given in

[21]. The standard time for packing depends on the

product being packed. It is different for each

species, for different types of fillet packing

within the same species, and different for fillets,

napes and block within each species.

(4) The proportion of fillet, flap and block in an

untrimmed fillet. This proportion depends on the

species of fish and on the type of packing to be

used for the fillet. It may also depend on the

quality of the raw material.

(5) The yield of the machine representing the heading,

the filleting and the skinning operations: The

yield depends mainly on the fish species, but may

also depend on the size of the fish.

(6) The number of machines for heading, filleting and

skinning operations for species-1. The base model

has three such machines available, of which one

machine may only be used for species-2. For

species-1, the user has the option of specifying

the use of either one or two machines.

(7) The yield of trimming stations : This yield also

depends on the type of species.

(8) The average number and standard deviation of number

of fishes in a box of raw material : These numbers
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may be different for each species, and also for

each fishing trip.

(9) Number of packages of each type of fish that fit

into one pan : Because the fish is frozen in a

plate freezer, the packages of fish have to be put

into pans before being frozen. The packages are of

different sizes so the number of packages that fit

into one pan depends on the kind of packages being

used. Therefore the number of packages of each

type that fit into one pan, is read in next.

(10) The number of boxes of raw material of each

species that are waiting to be put into the system,

and the average weight of these boxes.

(11) Breakdown and repair times for filleting machines.

Although the headers and the skinning machines

rarely brake down, the filleting machines may break

down several times during a work day. The primary

reason for the breakdown is fish getting stuck in

the machines; a secondary cause that may cause

machine downtime is breakage of machine-knives.

Based on the operations at "Ishusfelag

Bolungarvikur", a triangular distribution is used

for machine break-downs and a uniform distribution

for the repair times. The system displays the

default parameters for these distributions, and
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prompts the user for changing any of these default

parameters.

After all the values have been read in or defaulted

to the built in values, the program calculates

parameters for the distribution of the number of fillets

in a 20 kg tray. Finally, all the values are written

out to a data file that may later be read by a user

function called by the network model. A listing of the

parameters to be read in and the default values is given

in Appendix 5. An example of a user-system dialog is

given in Appendix 6.
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IV. RESULTS

To give some idea of the information that may be

obtained using the simulation model presented in this

thesis, a few runs of the model were made. However, it

should be noted that the objective here is not to solve

a unique problem using simulation, but rather to supply

a tool that may be used as a decision aid in production

planning as well as in facilities design in the fish

processing industry. The simulation model also serves

as an excellent tool for training production managers,

thus resulting in cost and time savings, and increasing

the efficiency of the operation.

The output from the simulation model consists of

statistics for various measures. Histograms may also be

obtained for these measures. The measures include:

1) The number of 60 kilogram boxes put into

processing.

2) Inventory of 20 kilogram trays of fillets waiting

to be trimmed.

3) The number of trays of trimmed fillets, napes and

block of each type or species waiting to be packed.

4) Kilograms of fillets napes and block at picking

stations.
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5) Number of pans of fillets, napes and block produced

during the simulated time.

6) The waiting time of pans waiting to be stored in

the quickfreezer.

7) The throughput time, that is the time duration from

the moment fish is taken out of cooler to start

processing until it comes out of the quickfreezer.

8) Average utilization, standard deviation, maximum

utilization, minimum utilization, current

utilization and current capacity for all resources

defined in the model.

9) For every file used (recall that files are used for

entites waiting for a resource) the average number

of entities in the file to be processed, the

standard deviation of the number of entities,

maximum number in the file, current number in the

file and the average waiting time for an entity in

a file.

A sample of the output from one run of the model is

given in Appendix 7.

Discussion of results

Before discussing the results given in Appendix 7,

the input to the simulation model for that runwill be

explained briefly. In Appendix 6, a listing of the

user-computer dialog using the "Front - End" program is
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given where all the input values to the program for the

example run are listed.

Input

The example run processes two species of fish, Cod

and Catfish. From the Cod, the following products are

made : Fillets that are packed into 5 lbs. packings;

fillets that are packed into 8 lbs. packings; napes; and

block. From the Catfish there are only two types of

product being produced : Fillets that are packed into 5

lbs. packings and block.

Values of some major input variables are given

below in Table 4.

Table 4. Number of workers for some tasks.

Activity Species type Number of
workers

Trimming 1 3. 25
Trimming 1 2 10
Trimming 2 1 15
Packing 1 1 fillets 6
Packing 1 2 fillets .2

Packing 1 1 & 2 napes 1
Packing 1 1 & 2 block 1
Packing 2 1 fillets 3
Packing 2 1 napes 0
Packing 2 1 block 1

There is one set of machines performing the

heading, filleting and skinning operations for each

species. The time elapse between startup of system and

start of trimming is 60 minutes. If the number of 20
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kilogram trays of untrimmed fillets falls below 40, more

fish is brought into the system by sending the forklift

to the cooler to get 8-60 kilogram boxes of raw

material. The number of boxes of species-1 is assumed

to be 1000, and that of species-2 to be 500. All other

input values assume default values, as shown in

Appendix 6. The statistics in the output are taken

after 300 minutes of simulated time.

Output

The first set of output obtained from the execution

of the SLAM model are statistics for variables based on

observation, that is, variables that are based on simple

attribute averages. Among these variables are the

number of 20 kilogram trays of each species waiting to

be trimmed, the number of entities of each product

waiting to be packed, waiting time for pans placed in

the quickfreezer and the throughput time. The summary

statistics for these variables are shown in Table 5.

Histograms for these variables are also obtained as part

of the output report.
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Table 5. Statistics for variables based on observation

SP1 BEFORE TRIM : Number of 20 kilogram trays.of
species 1 waiting to be trimmed.
SP2 BEFORE TRIM : Number of 20 kilogram trays of
species 2 waiting to be trimmed.
FIll WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of fillets,
species-1, type -i waiting to be packed.
FI12 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of fillets,
species-1, type-2 waiting to be packed.
FL11 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of napes,
species-1 waiting to be packed.
BL11 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of block,
species-1 waiting to be packed.
FI21 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of fillets,
species-2 waiting to be packed.
FL21 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of napes of
species-2 waiting to be packed.
BL21 WAITFORPACK : Number of entities of block of
species-2 waiting to be packed.
WAIT BEE. QUICKF : Number of pans waiting to be
stored in quickfreezer.
PROCESS TIME : Time interval between the time, fish
is taken out of cooler as raw material until it is
taken out of quickfreezer as a finished product.
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Waiting time for pans to be placed in the

quickfreezer may be due' to two reasons. Either a

quickfreezer unit may not be available; or since 30 pans

need to be accumulated before loading into the

quickfreezer, the number of pans waiting to be loaded is
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less than 30. The throughput or the process time is the

time duration from the moment the fish is taken out of

the cooler as raw material, until it is removed from the

quickfreezer and put into the freezer. The histograms

for waiting time in front of quickfreezers and for

processing time are shown in Figure 24 and 25.

The next group of statistics obtained from the

simulation model, are statistics for time - persistent

variables or variables that are a function of time, and

are summarized in Table 6. Among these variables are

the number of boxes of raw material of each species in

the cooler; kilograms of each product type at packing

station, (that is the number of kilograms waiting to be

packed plus the number of kilograms already packed, but

not enough to fill one pan),and number of pans of each

product produced. The last mentioned statistic may

enable the user to find out the throughput capacity for

different situations. This output facility might be of

great importance when time is a critical factor, in the

sense that raw material gets spoiled because of age.

Other variables of interest to the user may be the

completion times for trimming and packing. For

instance, there might be a certain amount of raw

material that has to be finished by the end of a given

day because it may get spoiled if not consumed. The

user may then run the model for different kinds of
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packings for that raw material, and compare the times

required to process it, which may in turn dictate the

overtime required to complete processing. Because in

the example run statistics are taken after 300 minutes,

the values of those two variables just show the last

time within the 300 minutes a tray came out of a

trimming station or a pan out of a packing station.

Table 6. Statistics for time-persistent variables

SPEC 1 IN COOLER : Number of 60 kilogram boxes of
species 1 in cooler.
SPEC 2 IN COOLER : Number of 60 kilogram boxes of
species 2 in cooler.
INV TRAY TYPE 1 : Number of 20 kilogram trays of
species-1 in inventory.
INV TRAY TYPE 2 : Number of 20 kilogram trays of
species-2 in inventory.
KG FILL1 AT PACK : Kilograms of fillets of
species-1, type-1 located at packing stations.
KG FILL2 AT PACK : Kilograms of fillets of
species-1 type-2 located at packing stations.
KG FLAP1 AT PACK : Kilograms of napes of species-1
located at packing stations.
KG BLOC1 AT PACK : Kilograms of block of species-1
located at packing stations.
KG FILL3 AT PACK : Kilograms of fillets of
species-2 located at packing stations.
KG FLAP2 AT PACK : Kilograms of napes of species-2
located at packing stations.
KG BLOC2 AT. PACK : Kilograms of block of species-2
located at packing stations.
# PAN FILLET S1T1 : Number of pans of fillets of
species-1 produced so far.
# PAN FLAPS SPEC1 : Number of pans of napes of
species-1 produced so far.
# PAN BLOCK SPEC1 : Number of pans of block
species-1 produced so far.
# PAN FILLET S1T2 : Number of pans of fillets
species-1, type-2 produced so far.

(Continued on next page)
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Table 6. (Continued)

# PAN FILLET SPE2
species-2 produced
# PAN FLAPS SPEC2
species-2 produced
# PAN BLOCK SPEC2
species-2 produced
TIME FINISH TRIM :
TIME FIN PACKING :
KILOS FROZEN FISH
far, in kilograms.

: Number of pans of fillets
so far.
: Number of pans of napes of

: Number of pans of block of

Time when trimming is finished.
Time when packing is finished.

: Total weight of production so

HEAR

VALUE

SIMARD
DEITIIIIION

HIHI11111

ELM
NMI
UNLUE

TINE

INIERTHL

CLEM
ROE

SPEC 1 IN COOLER .1720E403 .5129E12 .0000E400 .99201'03 .3000E403 .79201,03
SPEC 2 IN COOLER .1143E03 .31111.01 .0000E400 .1920103 .30001'03 .3720103
IHU TRAY TYPE 1 .3807102 .1112E12 .0000100 .6000E42 .3000E403 .3000E402

IN TRAY TYPE 2 .3665E02 .1935E02 .00001.00 .6100(.02 .3002E403 .610@102
KG nal Al PACK .1091(.02 .11531.02 .0000E400 .33111,02 .302:103 1117101
Ku FILL2 RI FRCK .103E402 .1103E+01 .0000E400 .3165:02 .3E21.03 .2 ?e31.az
KG f1 P1 RI PACK .10181.02 .10111'02 .0000100 .21911.02 20211403 .276-1(02
Ti BLGCI RI PACK .111DE02 .10E61.02 .0002E10 13121.02 .3212103 .1375:02
KG IILL3 Al PACK loasEaz .1133E402 .2000E40 .3102E12 .3000E403 .1156E42
KB flan RI MK .0000E40 .0002E10 .0000E10 .0200100 .3062(403 .0000E400
KG BIM AT PACK .91901,01 .9709(01 .0000E400 .2372E'02 .30001,03 .113:102
ITS FILM SIN .1273E42 .12971.02 .00001.00 .39011.02 .3000E403 .3900E402
IPRN FLAPS SPED .35571,01 .3191E401 .00001.00 .10001,02 .30021.03 .10021,02
WON BLOCK SPEC! .3196E401 .3111E401 . 0000E OD .10001.02 .30001.03 .10021.02
FAN (ILLE1 51 I 2 .3277(.01 .3110E401 30000E+00 .1000E +02 .30001.03 .1001E02
RN FILLET SPE2 .SW(01 .62051.01 .0011014 OD .19001.02 .3000(03 .19E102
IPRIT (LAPS SPEC? .00001.00 . coon400 .0000E+00 .DUCK 00 .30011.03 .00001.00
!PPM BLOCK SFEC2 .15721.01 .1657E401 2.00E400 .60E1.01 2000E03 .50021.01
TIME FINISH TR1H .13511.03 .1031E403 .0002E40 .2993143 30021.13 13331.03
TIM FIN PACKING .1301E13 .1061E3 .0000E400 .:375103 .3Doet03 ..-375103
KILOS FROZEN 115 .00001.00 .00001.00 .00001.00 .0000E400 .3000E403 .02E0

The output summary report also contains statistics

on the queues or files used in the model for storing

entities waiting to be processed. For instance, it may

be seen that an 8 box load of species-1 is put into the

system approximately every 11 minutes, while an 8 box

load of species-2 is put into the system approximately

every 17 minutes. From the files used to keep entities

waiting for packing workers to become available, it can

be seen that the average waiting time for fillets of
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species-1 and type-1 is approximately 18 minutes, and

for fillets of species-1 and type-2 is approximately 45

minutes. The summary file statistics is shown in

Table 7.
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Table 7. Summary file statistics for average number of
entities waiting and average waiting time

File for File Number
number waiting

Waiting
time
[minutes]

Box emptying-
station

5 2.15 15.39

Elevator 9 0.019 0.1368

Machine 1 for
species-1

13 17.1 27.9

Machine 2 for
species-2

14 11.56 27.1

Trimming
species-1
type-1

species-1
type-2

species-2

22

23

24

16.8

19.8

35.8

33.3

80.26

83.9

Weighing
station

25 1.02 0.48

Packing
species-1

fillets
type-1

fillets
type-2

napes

27

26

29

7.2

7.01

0.51

18.47

45.71

0.95

block 31 0.1855 0.34

Packing
species-2

fillets 28 0.70 0.4

napes 30 no napes from species-2

block 32 0.06 0.35
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Statistics for resources are produced for all

resources that are defined in the simulation model.

These statistics show that the utilization of the

header, filleting and skinning machine is about 78

percent for species-1, and 70 percent for species-2;

thus one set of machines for each species is sufficient

to handle the specified input rate. Before considering

the utilization of trimming and packing stations it

should be pointed out that the average utilization of a

resource reported in the output is computed from the

start of the simulation until the time the statistics

are collected, regardless of the capacity of the

resource. Because the capacity of both trimming and

packing workers is zero for the first hour of simulated

time, the actual utilization has to be adjusted

accordingly. In the example run, statistics were taken

after 300 minutes, so the trimming and packing workers

have been at work for only 240 minutes. Furthermore, if

there are two or more parallel workstations, then the

utilization reported in the output is for all the

workstations. The utilization per workstation is the

figure reported in the summary report divided by the

number of parallel workstations. The utilization for

some of the resources, recalculated where necessary, is

shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Resource Utilization

Resource Average Maximum Current
name utili-

zation
per station

utili-
zation

capacity

Machine for:
species-1 0.7751 1 1

species-2 0.6917 1 1

Trimming
species-1
type-1
species-1
type-2

1.0

1.0

25

10

25

10

species-2 1.0 15 15

Packing
species-1
fillet type-1
species-1
fillet type-2
species-2
fillets
species-1
napes
species-1
block
species-2
block

0.85

0.81

0.80

0.6546

0.5384

0.3174

6

2

3

1

1

1

6

2

3

1

1

1

From the table above it is clear that the trimming

workers are fully utilized. The workers at the packing

stations are not as well utilized. According to the

table, one worker should be able to handle all packing

of block, as the utilization of the worker packing block

from species-1 is only 0.54 and the utilization of the

worker packing block from species- 2. is only 0.32; these
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figures when combined represent only 86 percent

utilization.

One of the things that is of concern to a designer

of a fish processing plant is the number of different

types of working stations needed to have a "good"

balance between the work stations. Also, the number of

machines needed for each species, is of interest. There

are a number of factors that can affect that balance.

Among them are the species of the fish being processed

and the size of fish being processed.

The production manager faces a similar problem.

After deciding on the species to be processed, the

production manager has to decide on the product to be

produced from the fish, then, given the product, the

number of work stations of each type to be used, the

number of workers required and the production schedule.

The summary statistics discussed above provide an

invaluable tool for both the designer and the production

manager.

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis consists of changing one or

more parameters at a time, and observing the change in

the behaviour of the system. To illustrate sensitivity

analysis, some of the more critical system parameters
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were varied, and their effect on the model output

investigated.

To make the effects of changes more clear,

assumptions are made that only one species is being

worked on at a time, and that only one type of fillets

from that species is being produced at any given time.

Consequently, only one type of trimming worker is used,

and three types of packing workers for packing fillets

napes and block. Statistics for utilization of

machines (header, filleting machine and skinner),

trimming workers and packing workers, were taken after

300 minutes of simulated time. The results will now be

described. Three runs were made for each given set of

parameters, using different random number seeds for each

run.

Size of fish

In a first series of runs, the effect of the size

of the fish being processed on the balance between

filleting, trimming and packing workstations was

investigated. Three runs of the model were made for

each of the following average number of fishes in a box.

The mean value of 30 is based on the distribution for

the number of fishes' in a box; the values of 18 and 42

represent the range when the mean is 30.
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1) Average number of fishes in a box = 18,

standard deviation = 2.34

2) Average number of fishes in a box = 30,

standard deviation = 3.9

3) Average number of fishes in a box = 42,

standard deviation = 5.46

The coefficient of variation (mean/standard

deviation) for the number of fishes in a box is a

constant, 0.13, in the above data. It is assumed that

cod fillets are being produced, and packed in to 5 lbs.

packings; the side products, napes and block are also

produced. The number of trimming workers is assumed to

be 50 and the number of workers packing fillets is 11.

The results are shown graphically in Figure 26.

From the figure it can be seen that as the number of

fishes in a box increases (that is, the fish get

smaller), utilization of machine for heading, filleting

and skinning goes up while the utilization for trimming

and packing workers decreases. The utilization for

machines increases because as the fish size decreases,

the number of fishes to be processed to fill the

constant volume of trays increases. However, it takes

longer to fill each tray due to the smaller weight of

the fish. The result is a decrease in the utilization

of the trimming and packing workers as it takes longer
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for the trays to be filled at the filleting machines and

hence greater time lag before they can reach the

trimming stations. This results in the trimming and

packing stations being idle for a greater proportion of

the time. It appears from the figure that the "best"

results (that is, balance in utilization's and minimum

inventories) under the conditions specified are obtained

when the number of fishes in a box of raw material is

30.

Different Types of Packings

It has been mentioned earlier that processing time

of various species of fish is different, and so is the

processing time of the various packings of a given

species. Figure 27 shows utilization of machines,

trimming workers and packing workers fok the following

species and types of packings.

1) Cod processed for a five pound packing.

2) Catfish processed for a five pound packing

3) Cod processed for a 12 pound packing

As before the number of trimming workers is 50 and

the number of workers packing fillets is 11. The

average number of fishes in each 60 kilogram box is 30,

and the standard deviation of these is 3.9.
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For a five pound packing of cod the balance between

machines and trimming workers seems to be quite good.

The utilization of packing workers is somewhat lower

which suggests that fewer workers than 11 are needed to

keep up with the trimming speed.

For the five pound packing of catfish there is

quite an imbalance between the utilization of heading,

filleting and skinning machine and utilization of

trimming workers. A likely reason is that when catfish

is being processed the probabilty of a breakdown of the

filleting machines is much more than it is when cod is

being processed. In the model, the. breakdown time of a

machine counts as utilization, although there is no flow

of fish through the machine during a breakdown. This is

done because during a breakdown the machine is not

available for processing, hence the breakdown is taking

up some of the capacity of the machine. Thus the

utilization of the machines goes up at the same time as

utilization of both trimming and packing workers goes

down.

For the 12 pound cod packing, utilization of

machines is higer than for the five pound packing, and

the utilization of trimming and packing workers goes

down as compared to the utilization of these when a five

pound packing of cod is being produced. The reason is
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that the trimming time of the fillets is less for

a 12 pound packing than for a five pound packing.

In the cases of five pound catfish and 12 pound

cod, the utilization of machines is much more than the

utilization of trimming or packing workers. This

represents a bottleneck which may be fixed by adding a

new set of machines (header, filleting machine and a

skinner) to the system.

Number of trimming workers

The effect of changing the number of trimming

workers on utilization is shown in Figure 28. The

number of workers packing fillets is constant at 15 and

there is only one set of header, filleting and skinning

machine. It is assumed that the fish being processed is

cod, and the fillets are being put in to a five pound

packing. The average number of fishes in a 60 kilogram

box of raw material is 30 and the standard deviation of

number of fishes is 3.9.

The utilization of the machines increases as

trimming workers are increased. Even though the raw

material input to the system is constant, the machines

operate only as long as the in-process inventory of

fillets after the machines is below a certain level. As

the trimming workers are increased, the inventory is

consumed at a much faster rate resulting in higher

utilization of machines. As would be expected
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utilization of the trimming workers decreases as the

number of workers is increased. However, this results in

a greater number of fishes to be packed resulting in

higher utilization of the packing workers.

One or Two Machines

The effect of adding a new set of heading filleting

and skinning machine is shown in Figure 29. There are

65 trimming workers used, and 15 fillet packing workers.

When one set of machines is used, the machine

utilization is almost 90 percent, and the trimming

worker and packing worker utilization is only

approximately 65 percent. When another set of machines

is added, the utilization of each of the machines is

just above 65 percent, and the utilization of the

trimming workers rises to 90 percent. The utilization

of workers packing fillets is somewhat less, but also

rises to around 80 percent.

Lead time

In Figure 30, the effects of different time intervals

between the start of the system and start of trimming

and packing are illustrated. The results are based on

the use of 50 trimming workers, 11 workers packing

fillets and 2 machine sets. When trimming workers

arrive only 30 minutes after the simulation is started,

utilization of those workers is 90 percent, while the
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utilization of each of the machines is approximately 60

percent, and the utilization of packing workers is

about 75 percent. When 60 minutes are allowed to pass

before trimming and packing workers start working, the

trimming workers are fully utilized, the utilization of

packing workers rises to about 83 percent, while the

utilization of the machines stays the same as before.

This shows that with 50 trimming workers, a startup time

between 30 and 60 minutes appears to provide a

satisfactory balance.

The above sensitivity analysis is by no means

comprehensive, and is intended to serve only as an

example of the applications of the simulation model.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The objective of this study was to design a

simulation model of a fish processing plant that might

be used as an aid in decision making for a production

manager, and also as an aid in designing a fish

processing facility.

Conclusions

In this research some of the potential applications

of a simulation model of a fish processing plant are

illustrated. An example of output statistics that can

be obtained from the model is given and discussed, and

sensitivity analysis performed on some of the major

factors of the model is illustrated. It is shown that

there is a number of factors that can affect the

performance of the system. For example, the species of

fish, the type of product being made and the size of the

fish may effect the performance of the system.

Allocation of workers to the different types of work

stations is also a major factor concerning the

efficiency of the system. The fact that many of the

system parameters can easily be changed gives the model

great flexibility to examine a wide variety of

situations.
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The network design of the simulation model renders

it easy to adapt to different fish processing

facilities. Furthermore, effects of changes in

technology to the process should be easy to model and

test before actually implementing any changes in the

process. An example of such change might be the

automation of trimming or packing, or a different

quickfreezing method. Similarily, the effect of adding

a new product or a production line may be easily

investigated with the model. An example of such an

addition would be production of a new product such as

fish sticks.

Suggestions for Future Research

One possible way of enhancing the current model

would be to develop output subroutines that would

explain each variable as it is written out, thus making

the output of the model more user friendly. Another

enhancement might be to show dynamically some of the

output on the screen at certain time intervals as the

simulation progresses. The user may then be allowed to

change certain parameters of the model based on the

dynamic output of the model.
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A Final Perspective

A simulation model was developed in this research

to analyze a fish processing plant. The model was used

to illustrate the potential use of such a model in

serving as a decission-making aid in the fish processing

environment. It is conceived that such a simulation

model can greatly enhance the effectiveness and

efficiency of the production operation, and may form the

basis for a management decision support system.
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APPENDIX 1

VARIABLE DEFINITION



ATTRIBUTE
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Atrib (.) = Entity attributes
[The same attribute may represent
different properties at different
points in the network]

XX (.) = Global variables

DEFINITION

ATRIB(1) : Weight of fish in one box of raw material,
[kilograms].

ATRIB(1) : Weight of fillets in one tray, 20 kilograms.

ATRIB(1) : Weight of fish that's left after trimming of
one 20 kilogram tray of fillets.

ATRIB(1) : Waiting time of pans in front of quick-
freezer units.

ATRIB(2) : Species of fish.

ATRIB(2) : Type of product; fillets, napes or block.

ATRIB(3) : Number of boxes of fish going in to the
system.

Time when fish is removed from cooler.

Number of fishes in one box of rawmaterial.

Number of fillets in a 20 kilogram tray.

Time to head, fillet and skin, fish from one
box of raw material.

Time to trim fish from one 20 kilogram tray.

Time to pack one kilogram of fish.

ATRIB(3) :

ATRIB(4) :

ATRIB(4) :

ATRIB(4) :

ATRIB(4) :

ATRIB(4) :
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VARIABLE DEFINITION

XX(1) : Inventory of raw material species-1.

XX(2) : Total number of 8 box loads of species-1 put
into system.

XX(3) : Number of filleting machines species-1.

XX(4) : A counter.

XX(5) : Inventory of species-2 in cooler.

XX(6) : A counter.

XX(7) : Total number of fishes processed.

XX(8) : Total weight of fillets after machines,
species-1.

XX(9) : Counter.

XX(10) : Total weight of fillets of species-2,after
machines.

XX(11) : Total number of 8 box loads put into system,
species-2.

XX(12) : Plotting variable for utilization of extra
machine-set (header, filleting machine and
skinner) for spceies 1, resource HEFISK1B.

XX(13) : Plotting variable for utilization of machine-
set (header, filleting machine and skinner)
for species-1, resource HEFISK1.

XX(14) : Counter.

XX(15) : Minimum time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISK1. Also, minimum time between
breakdowns of machine HEFISK1B.

XX(16) : Most common time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISK1. Also, most common time between
breakdowns of machine HEFISK1B.

XX(17) : Maximum time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISK1. Also maximum time between breakdowns
of machine HEFISK1B.
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XX(18) : Minimum repair time for machine HEFISK1, or
minimum repair time for machine HEFISK1B.

XX(19) Maximum repair time for machine HEFISK1, or
maximum repair time for maxhine HEFISK1B.

XX(20) Minimum time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISK2.

XX(21) : Most common time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISK2.

XX(22) : Maximum time between breakdowns of machine
HEFISEZ.

XX(23) : Inventory of 20 kilogram fillet trays,
species-1.

XX(24) Inventory of 20 kilogram fillet trays,
species-2.

XX(25) Kilograms of fillets at packing station,
species-1, type-1.

XX(26) Kilograms of fillets at packing station,
species-1, type-2.

XX(27) Kilograms of flaps at flap packing station,
species-1.

XX(28) Minimum repair time for machine HEFISK2.

XX(29) Kilograms of block at block packing station,
species-1.

XX(30) : Kilograms of fillets at packing station,
species-2.

XX(31) : Counts number of "pans" of fillets type - ,

species-1.

XX(32) : Kilograms of flaps species-2 at packing
station.

XX(33) : Number of "pans" of flaps species-1 produced.

XX(34) : Kilograms of block at block packing station
species-1.

XX(35) : Number of "pans" of block, species-1 produced.
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XX(36) : Number of pans of fillets, species-1 type-2
produced.

XX(37) : Counter for "pans" going into quickfreezer.

XX(38) : Number of pans of fillets, species-2 produced.

XX(39) : Maximum repair time for machine HEFISK2.

XX(40) : Number of pans of flaps, species-2 produced.

XX(41) : Time when Fork lifters should stop taking fish
from cooler.

XX(42) : Number of pans of block, species-2 produced.

XX(43) : Plotting variable for utilization of resource
HEFISK2.

XX(44) : Average number of fillets in a tray,
species-1.

XX(45) : Standard deviation of number of fillets in a
tray, species-1.

XX(46) : Average number of fillets in a tray,
species-2.

XX(47) : Standard deviation of number of fillets in a
tray, species-2.

XX(48) : Time (TNOW) when entities come out of trimming
stations.

XX(49) : Time (TNOW) when entities come, out of packing
stations.

XX(50) : Kilograms of fish frozen.

XX(51) : Kilograms per pan, fillets species-1, type-1.

XX(52) : Kilograms per pan, fillets species-1, type-2.

XX(53) : Kilograms per pan, napes species-1.

XX(54) : Kilograms per pan, block species-1.

XX(55) : Kilograms per pan, fillets species-2.

XX(56) : Kilograms per pan, napes species-2.
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XX(57) : Kilograms per pan, block species-2.

XX(58) : Number of boxes species-1 initially in cooler.

XX(59) : Number of boxes species-2, initially in
cooler.

XX(60) : Number of trim workers species-1, type-1.

XX(61) : Number of trim workers species-1, type-2.

XX(62) : Number of trim workers species-2.

XX(63) : Number of packing workers species-1, fillet
type-1.

XX(64) : Number of packing workers species-1, fillet
type-2.

XX(65) : Number of packing workers species -1, flap
type-1 & 2.

XX(66) : Number of packing workers species-1, block
type-1 & 2.

XX(67) : Number of packing workers species-2, fillets.

XX(68) : Number of packing workers species-2, flaps.

XX(69) : Number of packing workers species-2, block.

XX(70) : Trimming time, species-1 type-1,
coefficient Ca.

XX(71) : Trimming time, species-1 type-1,
coefficient Cb.

XX(72) : Trimming time, species-1 type-2,
coefficient Ca.

XX(73) : Trimming time, species-1 type-2,
coefficient Cb.

XX(74) : Trimming time, species-2, coefficient Ca.

XX(75) : Trimming time, species-2, coefficient Cb.

XX(76) : Packing speed species-1, fillet type-1.

XX(77) : Packing speed species-1, fillet type-2.
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XX(78) : Packing speed species-1, flaps.

XX(79) : Packing speed species-1, block.

XX(80).: Packing speed species-2, fillets.

XX(81) : Packing speed species-2, flaps.

XX(82) : Packing speed species-2, block.

XX(83) : After trimming species-1, type-1, fillets
percentage.

XX(84) : After trimming species-1, type -1, flaps
percentage.

XX(85) : After trimming species-1, type-2, fillets
percentage.

XX(86) : After trimming species-1 type-2, flaps
percentage.

XX(87) : After trimming species-2, fillets percentage.

XX(88) : After trimming species-2, flaps percentage.

XX(89) : Yield of Head- filleting- and skinning
machine 1.

XX(90) : Yield of Head- filleting- and skinning
machine 2.

XX(91) : Yield when trimming species-1, type-1.

XX(92) : Yield when trimming species-1, type-2.

XX(93) : Yield when trimming' species-2.

XX(94) : Average number of fishes of species-1 in a 60
kilogram box.

XX(95) : Standard deviation of number of fishes
species-1 in a 60 kilogram box.

XX(96) : Average number of fishes of species-2 in a 60
kilogram box.

XX(97) : Standard deviation of number of fishes
species-1 in a 60 kilogram box.
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XX(98) : Average weight in a "60 kilogram" box,
species-1.

XX(99) : Average weight in a "60 kilogr6" box,
species-2.
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APPENDIX 2

LISTING FOR
THE SLAM NETWORK MODEL



C mdmilmmemmemmm.

C

C OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY MAY

C

C

'C i This is the program : FREEZE

C

C It calls the SLAM executive program

C

C

C

Designed by : Elias Jonatansson

C
C NRIMMINIMMMOMMOMMOMMIMOMMOIIMMONIONalIMIIMIMMINIMINIIMIMOI IMIMMIUM1111.11.1

C

C

C

PROGRAM FREEZE(TAPES,TAPES.TAPE7)
DIMENSION NSET(000)
COMMON/SCOMI/ATRIB4199),00(1961).00L(106),OTNOW.II.MJA,MSTOP,NCLNR
1,NCROR.NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE.SS(196).SSL(191),TNEXT,TNOW,XX(100)
COMMON OSET(00)
CHARACTER 1 NAME1
EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1),OSET(1))
WRITE (,3)

3 FORMAT.(//////////10X,
1' What is the name of the data file the input values./10X,
2' are written in 7. . (OATAIN1')
READ (,4) NAME],

4 FORMAT(A)
IF (NAME1 .0. ') NAME14'DATAIN'

OPEN (UNIT.I.FILE0NAMEI.STATUS.OLD')
NNSET909
NCRORS
NPRNT -8

NTAPE7
CALL SLAM
STOP

ENO



OMMMIMMOMMONINIO..

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY MAY 1985

A SIMULATION MODEL OF A FISH PROCESSING PLANT

Designed
by

Elias lomat

Under the supervision
of

Dr. Sabah Randhawa

Student Assistant Professor

at at

Oregon State University. Oregon State University

SEN.ELIAS JONATANSSON.FREEZING PLANT.S/23/1S85.1,YES
LIMITS.35.4.858; LIMITS.MFIL.MATR,MNTRY

TIMST,XX(1),SPEC 1 IN COOLER;
TIMST.XX(S),SPEC 2 IN COOLER;
TIMST,XX(23),INV TRAY TYPE I;
TIMSTaX(24),INV TRAY TYPE- 2;
TIMST.XX(25),K8 FILL1 AT PACK;
TIMST,XX(28),1(13 FILL2 AT PACK;
TIMST,XX(27),K6 FLAP! AT PACK;
TIMST.XX(28),K6 BLOC! AT PACK;
TIMST,XX(39),K6 FILLS AT PACK;
TIMSTaX(32),K6 FLAP2 AT PACK;
TIMST.XX(34),KG BLOC2 AT PACK;
TIMST4X(31),SPANSILLET
TIMST,XX(33),IPAN FLAPS SPEC1;
TIMST,XX(35),SPAN BLOCK SPEC1;
TIMST.XX(38),SPAN FILLET S111;
TIMST.XX(38),tPAN FILLET SPE2;
TIMST.XX(46),WAN FLAPS SPEC::
T/MST,XX(42),8PAN BLOCK SPEC2;
TIMST.XX(48),TIME FINISH TRIM:
TIMST.XX(48),TIME FIN PACKING;
TIMST,XX(88),KILOS FROZEN FISH;

NETWORK;

RESOURCES USED
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t OF 88 KG BOXES (SPECIES 1) IN COOLER
OF BO K6 BOXES (SPECIES 2) IN COOLER
t OF 28 KG TRAYS (TYPE 1) AFTER SKIN
t OF 28 KG TRAYS (TYPE 2) AFTER SKIN
KG OF FILLETS SPEC.1 TYPE 1 AT PACK
K6 OF FILLETS SPEC.! TYPE 2 AT PACK
KG OF FLAPS SPEC.1 AT PACK. STATION
KG OF BLOCK SPEC.1 AT PACK STATION
KG OF FILLETS SPEC.2 AT PACK STATION
KG OF FLAPS SPECIES 2 AT PACK STATION
KG OF BLOCK SPECIES 2 AT PACK STATION

OF PANS OF FILLETS SPEC.! TYPE 1
$ OF PANS OF FLAPS SPEC.1 PRODUCED
t OF PANS OF BLOCK SPEC.! PRODUCED
t OF PANS OF FILLETS SPEC.1 TYPE 2
t OF PANS OF FILLETS SPEC.2 PRODUCED
t OF PANS OF FLAPS SPEC.: PRODUCED
t OF PANS OF BLOCK SPEC.2 PRODUCED
TIME WHEN TRIMMING WAS FINISHED
TIME WHEN PACKING WAS FINISHED

OF KILOS OF FROZEN FISH PRODUCED

RESOURCE/COOLER1(S000).1;
RESOURCE/FORK1(1).3;
RESOURCE/FORKZ(1)04;
RESOURCE/BOXEM(I),S;
RESOURCE/ELEV(2),9;
RESOURCEMEFISKI(11,11.13;
RESOURCE/HEFISK2(1).12.14;
RESOURCE/HEFISKIB(1).10.15;
RESOURCE/TRIMII(SS).22.

RAW MATERIAL BEFORE PROCESSING
FORK LIFTER FOR SPECIES 1
FORK LIFTER FOR SPECIES 2
BOX EMPTYING STATION
ELEVATOR TO SECOND FLOOR
HEAD. FILLET- ANO SKIN- MACH (1)
MEAD FILLET- AND SKIN MACH (2)
HEAD, FILLET- AND SKIN- MACH Ile)
TRIMMING STATIONS SPECIES 1 TYPE 1



RESOURCE/TRIM12(65).23;
RE5OURCE/TRIM21(SS),24;
RESOURCE/WEIGH2(1),2S;
RESOURCE/FILLP11(30),27;
RESOURCE/FILLP12(30),26;
RESOURCE/FILLP21(30),28;
RESOURCE/FLAP11(30),26;
RESOURCE/FLAP21(38)40;
RESOURCE/BLOCK11(30),31;
RESOURCE/BLOCX21(30).32;
RESOURCE/OUICKF(S).36;

GATES USED

GATE/6MACHOUT,OPEN,19;
SATE/GWE/GH,OPEN,21;
BATE/GOUICK.CLOSED.33)
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TRIMMING STATIONS, SPECIES 1 TYPE 2
TRIMMING STATIONS, SPECIES 2
WEIGHING STATION
FILLET PACKING STATIONS (SP 2.TYPE 1)
FILLET PACKING STATIONS (SP 1,TYPE 2)
FILLET PACKING STATIONS (SP 2)
FLAPPACKING STATIONS (SP 1)
FLAPPACKIN6 STATIONS (SP 2)
BLOCKPACKING STATIONS (SP 1)
BLOCKPACKINS STATIONS (SP 2)
OUICKFREEZER UNITS

GATE AFTER SKINNER
WEIGHING STATION BEFORE TRIMMING STATIONS

QUICK FREEZERS

MIIIIMMIIIMOIMMYMIMMIMMINIONINIMMEISIMMINNIMINIMMOMMI

THIS IS THE FIRST NETWORK !

ALTER AVAILABLE RESOURCES UNTIL STARTUP INVENT. HAS BEEN BUILT UP.
TRIMMING WORKERS AND PACKING WORKERS START ONE HALF HOUR LATER THAN
MACHINE WORKERS.
CREATE..0..1.1)

ACTIVITY.USERF(1); CALL A USERFUNCTION TO ASSIGN
ALTER,TRIN11/ INITIAL VALUES TO SOME VARIABLES.
ALTER,TRIM12/ 65.1; THE VARIABLES ARE READ IN BY THE
ALTER,TRIM21/ 66.1; USERFUNCTION, FROM A FILE CREATED
ALTER.WEIGH2/ 1,1; BY THE FRONT ENO PROGRAM READIN
ALTER,FILLP11/ 30,1;
ALTER.FILLP12/ 39.1;
ALTER.FILLP21/ 30.1;
ALTER,FLRP11/ 30,1;
ALTER,FLAP21L 30,1;
ALTER.BLOCK11/ 32,1;
ALTER,BLOCK21/ 30,1;
ALTER.OUICKF/-6.1;
ALTER.HEFISKIB/-1.2;

ACTIVITY.30..AL11;
ACTIVITY,AL12;

AL11 ALTER,TRIMIIIKX(60).1;
ALTER,TRIM12/XX(61),1;
ALTER.TRIM21/XX(62),1;
ALTER,WEIGH2/1,1;
ALTER,FILLP11/XX(63).1;
ALTER.FILLP12/XX(64).1;
ALTER,FLAPII/XX(SS).1;
ALTER.BLOCK11/XX(661.1;
ALTER,F/LLP21/XX(67),1;
ALTER.FLAP21/XX(68),1;
ALTER,BLOCKZI/XX(69),1;
ALTER,OUICKF/S,.
TERMINATE;

AL12 ALTER,HEFIEK1B/XX(3),I.
ASSIGN,XX(i1)300,1;
TERMINATE;

PUTTING THE CAPACITY OF THE TRIMMING
PACKING AND THE OUICKFREEZER RESOURCES
TO ZERO UNTIL 'WORK' STARTS AT THOSE
STATION. WHICH IS LATER THAN IT STARTS
AT THE MACHINES. THE CAPACITY OF
HEFISKIB IS ALSO PUT TO ZERO BECAUSE IT
MIGHT NOT BE USED AT ALL.

HERE THE CAPACITY OF THE RESOURCES
IS SET TO VALUES SPECIFIED BY
THE OATAFILE CREATED BY THE PROGRAM
REAOIN .

THE RESOURCE HEFISK1S HAS TO SE
ALTERED BACK TO THE VALUE READ IN
BY THE USERFUNCTION AND

Mal) IS SET TO THE TIME THE
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FORKS SHOULD STOP TAKING FISH OUT
OF COOLER

04101101NOMIIIIINIMMONIMINIIIIMNIMMIIMMININNINDOMMOMIIMMOMMIAIIMMMINIMM111

THIS IS THE SECONO NETWORK !

CREATE,.366..1,1;
ALTER,FORK1/-1.1;
ALTER.FORK2/-1,1;
TERMINATE;

STOP TAKING FISH OUT OF COOLER
AFTER S HOURS OF WORK

IMMIIIIIININOMMIMMMIIMMIDIMMINIMMWMOINOMMIDMININIPM

THIS IS THE THIRD NETWORK I

THE FOLLOWING NETWORK MODELS BREAKDOWNS ANO REPAIR
OF THE FILLETING MACHINES.

CREATE..O.S.,1,2;
ASSIGN.ATRIB(2).5.3; TAKE THREE BRANCHES

ACT/VITY,TRIAG(XX(15).XX(16),XX(17).7)PRM1;
ACTIVITY,TRIK6(XX(15).KK(16),XX(17),4)PRM2;
ACTIVITY,TRIA6(XX(20),XX(21).XX(22).2).,PRM3;

PREEMPTING MACHINE 1 FOR SPECIES I

PRM1 PREEMPT(10)/HIGH(2),HEFISK16..4,1;
ACTIVITY,UNFRM(XX(18),XX(19)41)..FPM1;

FPM1 FREE.HEFISK18/1.1;
ACTIVITY.TRIAGOM(16),XX(16),XX(17)4)..PRM1;

<1 ENDLESS

>1 LOOP

PREEMPTING MACHINE 2 FOR SPECIES 1

PRM2 PREEMPT(11)/HIGH(2).HEFISK1..4.1; (I ENDLESS

ACTIVITY,UNFRM(XX(18),XX(13).6)FPM2;
FPM2 FREE.MEFISK1/1.1;

ACTIVITY,TRIA6(XX(15),XX(16),XX(17).3)PRM2; >1 LOOP

PREEMPTING MACHINE 3 FOR SPECIES

PRM3 PREEMPT(12)/HIGH(2).HEFISK2..4.1; (I ENOLESS
ACTIUITY,UNFRM(XX(26),XX(33).1)FPM3;

FPM3 FREE,HEFISK2/1,1;
ACTIVITY,TRIA6(XX(20),XX(21),XX(221,9)PRM3; >1 LOOP

THIS IS THE FOURTH NETWORK

THIS NETWORK KEEPS TRACK OF UTILIZATION OF THE AEAOING-
FILLETING- ANO SKINNING MACHINES. A USERFUNCTION THAT
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WRITES THE UTILIZATION OF THE MACHINES IS CALLED EVERY
10 MINUETS.

CREATE.10,0.5100.1;
ASSISN,XX(12).NNRSC(HEFI5K1B),

XX(13)NNRSC(HEFISKI),
XX(43)*NRSC(HEFISK2),I;

ACTIVITY,USERF(2);
TERMINATE;

IMINIMINIMMIMOMMINIDIMIMMINMEMIMM.4111M10011NEMIMMINIM
THIS IS THE MAIN NETWORK I (THE FIFTH NETWORK)

PUT AN ENTITY INTO THE SYSTEM TO INITATE THE PROCESS

CRE1 CREATE.,S.E..1.2; TOC- INFINITE MIN, TF41.S, MA -0, MC -I. M2

ACTIVITY.,,ASO1;
ACTIVITY,ASB2;

ASO1 ASSIGN,ATRIB(2)1.,
ATRIB(3)XX(511).1; ATRIB (2) TYPE OF FISH

ATRIB(3) OF BOXES IN SHIPMENT

ACTIVITY.,,RC01;

AS92 ASSISN,ATRIB(2)-3.
ATRIB(3)XX(59).1;

ACTIVITY.RC01;

RCOI AWAIT(I),COOLERI/ATRIB(3),I; COOLER FOR RAW MATERIAL

ACTIVITYATRIB(Z) .E0. I.AS03;
ACTIVITYATRIB(Z) .0. 2,AS04;

ASO3 ASSIBN,XX(I)XX(I)*ATRIB(3),
ATRIB(3)ATRIB(3)/B.
XX(2).XX(Z)+ATRIB(3).1; FOR SPECIES 1

XX(1)- INVENTORY OF RAW MATERIAL
XX(Z)NUMBER OF 8 BOXES LOADS

RFKI AWAIT(3).FORK1/1.1.
AS05 ASSIGN.XX(4)KX(4)41,2;

ACTIVITYXX(4) .LT. XX(Z ).RFKL;
ACTIVITY...003;
ACTIVITY,..TEOS.

TEOS TERMINATE;

TAKE No BRANCHES

5003 GOON.Z;
ACTIVITY...FOOL;
ACTIVITY,UNFRM(2.4.1)AS08; TRANSPORT TIME FROM COOLER

AS04 ASSIGN,XX(S)./1X(S)+ATRIB(3),
ATRIB(3).ATRIB(3)18.
XX(11)xx(11)4ATRIS(3).1; FOR SPECIE!
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XX(S) INVENTORY OF RAW MATERIAL
xx(11).NuMBER OF 8 BOXES LOAOS

RFK2 MAIT(4),FORK2/1,1;
AS86 ASSI6N.XX(6)XX(6)+1,2;

ACTIV/TYXX(6) .LT. XX(11),RFK2;
ACTIVITY,6084;
ACTIVITY,TE86;

TE8S TERMINATE;

6084 600N.2:
ACTIVITY,FC01:
ACTIVITY,UNFRM(2.4,2)AS89; TRANSPORT TIME FROM COOLER

FC01 FREE,C00LER1/8,1;
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .EO. 1.AS87:
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .E0. 2,AS88;

AS87 ASSIEN,XX(1)XX(1) -8,1; REDUCE INVENTORY OF SPECIES 1
ACTIVITY,TE881

A588 ASSI6N,XX(S).XX(S) -8,1; REDUCE INVENTORY OF SPECIES 2
ACTIVITY.TE88;

TEES TERMINATE.

AS99 ASSI6N,ATRIB(3)TNOW,1;

RBXM AWAIT(5),BOXEM/1114 BOXEMPTYIN6 STATION
ACTIVITY,UNFRM(2,4,3)FOXM: TIME TO EMPTY 8 BOXES

FBXM FREE.BOXEM/1.1;

RELE AWAIT(9),ELEV/1.1; ELEVATOR
ACTIVITY,UNFRM(3,7,4)FELE: TIME FOR ONE ELEVATOR

FELE FREE.ELEV/1.1; ROUNOTRIP

ACTIVITY,AS1S;

A515 ASSIEN,XX(9)XX(9)+1,2:

ACTIVITYXX(9) .LT. 8,AS15;
ACTIV/TYATRIB(2) .EO. 1.AS17;
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .EO. 2,AS18;
ACTIVITYXX(0) .E0.8.ASIS:

A519 ASSI6N,XX(9)4;
TERMINATE;

AS17 ASSI6N,ATRIB(4).RNORM tXX(94),XX(95).3).
XX(7).0a(7)+ATRIE1(4): ATRIB(4).* OF FISHES IN

ACTIVITY.ASSI; A 60 KG eox

A518 ASSIEN.ATRIB(4)=QNORM (XX(66),XX(97),1),
XX(7)..XX(7)*ATRIB(4);

ACTIVITY,A531;

A531 ASSIGN.ATRIBWATRIB(4)0.038,1, ATRIB(4).TIME TO FILLET
FISH FROM A 60 KG BOX
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ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .EO. 103048.
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .ED. 2.RMA2.

6048 GOON,1;
ACTIVITY,,NNO(15) .LT. NNO(13) .ANO.

XX(3) .GT. 0,RM81;
ACTIVITY,,,RMA1;

RM81 AWAIT(18),HEFISK18/1,1; HEADER.FILLETING MACHINE
ACTIVITY.ATRIB(4)FM81; ANO SKINNER FOR

FM81 FREE.HEFISK18/1,2; SPECIES 1 (EXTRA MACHINE)

ACTIVITYTONOW .LE. 30 .AND. XX(23) .LE. 40,FFRA;
ACTIVITY,GMOU;
TERMINATE;

RMA1 AWAIT(13),HEFISK1/1,1; HEADER,FILLETING MACHINE
ACTIVITY,ATRI8(4)FMA1; ANO SKINNER FOR

FMA1 FREE,HEFISK1/1,2; SPECIES 1
ACT/VITY,,TNOW .LE. 30 .ANO. XX(23) .LE. 40,FFKA;
ACTIVITY,,,GMOU;
TERMINATE;

RMA2 AWAIT(14),HEFISK2/1,1; HEAOER,FILLETIN6 MACHINE

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4),,FMA2; ANO SKINNER FOR

FMA2 FREE,HEFISK2/1,11 SPECIES 2
ACTIVITYTNOW .LE. 30 .ANO. XX(24) .LE. 40,FFK8;
ACTIVITY,..GMOW
TERMINATE;

FFKA FREE.FORK1/1.1;
TERMINATE; THE FORK IS FREED TO BUILD

UP INVENTORY OF TRAYS BEFORE

FFKB FREE.FORK2/11; WORK STARTS IN TRIMMING

TERMINATE;

SMOU AWAIT(18).GMACHOUT,I;

CMOU CLOSE.GMACHOUT,1;

AS32 ASSIGN,XX(14).xx(14)+L.I.
ACT/VITYXX(14) .EO. 1.8008;
ACTIVITY.61101.1;

6005 GOON.1;
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .EO. 1.A633;
ACTIVITY.,ATRIB(2) .EO. Z.A534.

A533 ASSIGN.ATRIB(1)KX(98).
ATRIB(1)ATRI8(1)(X(89),
1X(8)KX(8)+ATRIB(1). FCR SPECIES

ACTIVITY,GWEI; ATRI8(1)wEIGHT OF RISH FROM
ONE 20 KG TRAY. AFTER MACHINING

AS34 ASSI6N.ATRIB(1).XX(99),
ATRIB(1)ATRIB(I)*KX(90),



XX(10)xx(10)+ATRIB(1);
ACTIVITY,6WEL

&WEI AWAIT(21),6WEIGH,1;
ACTIVITYXX(8) .6E. 20
ACTIVITY.000Us

6006

AS37

AS38

CYEI

OMOU
AS41

AS39

AS40

OWE1

AS45

A245

6000,1;
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .50.
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .50.

ASSIGN,XX(11)XX(B)-20,2;
ACTIVITY,,,CUEI;
ACTIVITY,AS39;

ASSION.XX(10)KX(10)-20,2;
ACTIVITY..,CWEI;
ACTIVITY,A540;
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FOR SPECIES 2
ATRIS(1)WEIGHT OF FISH FROM
ONE 20 KG TRAY, AFTER MACHINING

THE WEIGHING STATION
.OR. KX(10) .6E. 20,6006;

1,A537;

2,AS311;

PUTTING FILLETS, SPECIES ONE INTO
20 KG TRAYS

PUTTING FILLETS, SPECIES TWO INTO
20 KG TRAYS

CLOSE.GWEIGH,1;
ACTIVITY,6WEI; BACKWARDS JUMP

OPEN,60ACHOUT,1;
ASSIGN,KX(14).41;
TERMINATE;

ASSIEN,ATRIB(4)RNORM(XX(44),XX(45),7),
ATRIB(1)20.,1;

ACTIVITY,OWE1;

A55IGN,ATRIB(4).RNORM(XX(46),XX(47).8),
ATRIB(1)20,1;

ACTIVITY,,,OWEI;

OPEN,6WEIGH,1;

ACT/VITYATRIB(2) .E0. 1,A545.
ACTIVITYATR/B(2) .50. 2,A245;

FOR SPECIES 1
ATRIB(4) -I OF FILLETS
IN A 20 1(6 TRAY

FOR SPECIES 2 :

ATRIB(L)* OF FILLETS
IN A 20 KG TRAY

ASSISN,XX(23)KX(23)+1,1;
COLCT,XX(23),SP1 BEFORE TRIM,20/0/5,1;

ACTIVITY,2,000(22) .LE. NNO(23) .ANO.
XX(60) .GT. 0 .OR.
XX(61) .50. 0 ,RTR1;

ACTIVITY.2..RTR2;

ASSIGN.XX(24)XX(24)+1,1;
COLCT,XX(24),5P2 BEFORE TRIM.20/0/5,1;

ACT/VITY.2.,RTR3;

RTR1 AWAIT(22),TRIM11/1.1; TRIMMING STATIONS

FOR SPECIES I
KX(23),INVENTORY OF

20 K6 FILLET TRAYS

FOR SPECIES 2
KX(24)/NVENTORY OF
20 KG FILLET TRAYS

SPECIES 1 TYPE 1

ACTIVITYXX(23) .GT. 20.0 .OR. NNRSC(FORK1) .GE.
NNO(5) .GT. 3 .OR. NNO(13) .GT. 8 .OR.
TNOW .65. xx(41) .OR.
NNO(15) .GT. 8 .OR. NNO(9) .GE. 1.3009:

1 .OR.
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ACTIVITY,FFK1;

FFK1 FREE.FORK1/1.1:
ACTIVITY,6009;

6089 600N,L;
AS46 ASSION.XX(23)XX(23)-1.

ATRI8(1)*ATRI8(1)XX(91),
ATRI914,ATRI8(4)/28.
ATRIB(4)ATRI8(4)XX(71).
ATRI8(4).ATRI8(4)+XX(70).
A7R/11(4)ATR/9(4)20.
ATRIB(4)mATRI8(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4.2).1; ATRI8(1>$(6'S OF

TRIMMED FISH OUT OF ONE 20 K6 TRAY
ATRIB(4).T/ME TO TRIM FISH FROM
ONE 29 K6 TRAY

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4)FTR1;

FTR1 FREE.TRIM11/1.3;

AOTIVITY...AS47;
ACTIVIT7...AS49;
ACTIVI7Y.,ASS1;

RTRZ AWA/T(23),TRIM12/1.1;

ACTIVITY,,XX(23) .67. 20.0 .OR. NNRSC(FORK1) .6E. 1 .OR.

NNO(S) .67. 0 .OR. NNO(13) .67. 8 .OR.
TNOW .6E. XX(41) .OR.
NNO(15) .61. 8 .OR. NNO(9) .6E. 1.6010;

ACTIVITY...FF12;

FF12 FREE.FORK1/1.1;
ACTIVITY.6010;

6010 600/4.1;

AS48 ASSION,XX(23)XX(23)-1,
ATRI8(1).ATRIB(1)4XX(22),
ATRI8(4).ATRIB(4)/20.
ATRI0(4)*ATRIB(4).XX(71).
ATRI6(4)*ATRIB(4)+XX(70),
ATRIB(4)ATRI8(4)20,
ATRIB(4).ATRI8(4)UNFRM(0.7.1.4,1).1. ATR/8(11K6'S OF

TRIMMED FISH OUT OF ONE 20 K6 TRAY
ATRI9(4).TIME TO TRIM FISH FROM
ONE 20 K6 TRAY

ACTIVITY.ATRI8(4)FTRZ;

FTR2 FREE.TRIM12/1.3;

ACTIVITY.A147;
ACTIVITY...A149;
ACTIVITY..,A1S1;

RTR3 AWA/T(24),TRIM21/1.1;

ACTIVITYXX(24) .GT. 20 .OR. NNRSC(FORK2) .GE. 1 .OR.

NNO(5) .GT. 0 .OR. NN0(14) .GT. 8 .OR.
INN .GE. XX(L1) .OR.
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NNO(9) .5E. 1,5012.
ACTIVITY,..FFK2.

FFK2 FREE.FORK2/1.1.
ACTIVITY...6012;

6012 600N.1;
ASSO ASSIEN.XX(24).KX(24)-1,

ATRI8(1)eATRIE1(1)XX(93),
ATRIE1(4)=ATRIE1(4)/20.

ATR/8(4)4ATRI8(4)xX(73),
ATRI814).ATR/9(4)+KX(72).
ATRI8(4)..ATRI8(4)20,
ATRI8(4).ATR/8(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4,4),1, ATRI8(1)..KG'S OF

TRIMMED FISH OUT OF ONE 20 K6 TRAY
ATRI8(4)TIME TO TRIM FISH FROM
ONE 20 K6 TRAY

ACTIVITY,ATRI8(4),.FTR3;

FTR3 FREE.TRIM21/1,3,1

ACTIVITY,A247;
ACTIVITY,A249;
ACTIVITY,.04251;

A547 ASSION,ATRIE1(1)ATRI8(1)KX(83),
ATRI8(2)441,
XX(48)0TNOW.1;

ACTIVITY.0.1..RWE2;

A147 ASSIEN.ATRI8(1)..ATRI0(1)101(
ATRI8(2)..12.

XX(48)TN014.1:
ACTILLITY.0.1..RUE2;

AS49 ASSIEN,ATR/8(1)ATRI8(1)18(
ATRI8(2)13.
XX(48)TN014,1;

ACTIV/TY.0.2..RWE2;

A149

ASS)

ATRIB(2) -TYPE OF CUT OF FISH
FILLETS (SPECIES 1, TYPE 1)
ATRII1(1>K6 OF FILLETS FROM A
20 K6 TRAY

85),

ATRI9(2) -TYPE OF CUT OF FISH
FILLETS (SPECIES 1.TYPE 2)
ATRI8(1)..K6 OF FILLETS FROM A
20 K6 TRAY

84).

ATRIB(2) -TYPE OF CUT OF FISH
FLAPS (SPECIES 1. TYPE 1)
ATRIE1(1)K6 OF NAPES FROM A
20 KG TRAY

AS5IGN.ATRI8(1)ATRI8(1)KX(86).
ATR/B(2)13,
XX(48)TNOW,1;

ACTIVITY,0.3.,RWE2.
ATRIB(2)TYPE OF CUT OF FISH
FLAPS (SPECIES 1. TYPE 2)
ATRIE1(1)...K6 OF NAPES FROM A
20 KS TRAY

ASSISN.ATRI8(4)1.
ATR/8(4)ATRI8(4)-xX(83).
ATRIB(4)=ATRIB(4)-XX(84),
ATRIB(1)ATRIB(1)ATRIB(4),
ATRI8(2).14.
XX(48)TN0W.1; BLOCK SPECIES 1 TYPE 1)

ACTIVITY.0.3,,RWE2; ATRIB(:)TYPE OF CUT OF FISH
ATRIB(4).t OF BLOCK FROM A :0 x6 TRAY
ATRIB(1)K6 OF BLAOCK FROM A :0 KG TRAY

AI51 ASSIGN.ATRIB(4).1.
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ATRIB(4).ATRIB(4)-KX(85),
ATRIB(4).ATRIB(4)-XX(86),
ATRIB(1)ATRIB(1),ATRIB(4),
ATRIB(2) -14,
KK(48)=TNOW,I; ATRIB(2) -TYPE OF CUT OF FISH

ACTIVITY,0.3RWE2; BLOCK (SPECIES 1 TYPE 2)
ATRIB(4) -X OF BLOCK FROM A 20 KG TRAY
ATRIB(1)K6 OF BLAOCX FROM A 20 K6 TRAY

A247 ASSIGN,ATRIB(1)ATRIB(1)(X(87),
ATRIB(2)21.
XX(48)TN04,1; ATRIB(2)TYPE OF CUT OF FISH

ACTIVITY,0.3.,RWE2; FILLETS (SPECIES 2)
ATR/13(1).NG OF FILLETS FROM A
20 KG TRAY

A249 ASSIGN,ATRIB(1).ATRIB(1)(X(88),
ATRIB(2).22,
XX(48)TNOW,1; ATR/B(2)TYPE OF CUT OF FISH

ACTIVITY,8.3.,RWE2; FLAP (SPECIES 2)

;
ATRIB(I)KG OF NAPES FROM A
28 KG TRAY

A2S1 ASSIGN,ATRIB(4),I.
ATRIB(4).ATRIB(4)-XX(117),
ATRIB(4).ATRIB(4)-XX(811),
ATR/B(1)=ATMIB(1)ATRIB(4),
ATRIB(2)23.
XX(48)TNOW,I; ATRIB(2) -TYPE OF CUT OF FISH

ACT/VITY,8.2..RWE2( BLOCK (SPECIES 2)
ATRIB(1)K6 OF BLOCK FROM A
20 KG TRAY

RWE2 0014A/T(25),WEIBH2/1.1; WEIGHING STATION FOR FISH

;
COMING OUT OF TRIMMING

ACTIV/TY,0.2,,F4E2;

FWE2 FREE,WEIGH2/1.1;

ACTIVITYATRIB(2) 11.0,A552;
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .E0. 12.0,AI53;
ACTIVITYATR/B(Z) .EO. 13.8.ASE5;
ACTIVITY,,ATRIB(2) .EO. I4.0,ASS7;
ACT/VITYATRIB(2) 21.0.A2S2.
ACTIVITYATRIB(2) .ED. 22.0,A255;
ACT/VITY.,ATRIB(2) .50. 23.0,A257;

ASS3 ASSIGN.ATRIB(4)uNFRM(0.7.1.4.5)XX(78),
ATRIB(4)- ATRIB(1) /ATRIB(4),1. ATRIB(4) -TIME TO PACK

COLCT,NNO(27),FI11 WAITFORPACK.20/8/S.1; TRIMMED FILLETS
FROM ONE Z0 KG TRAY

RFPI AWAIT(27),FILLPII/1,1; PACKING STATION FOR FILLETS

ACTIVITY.ATR/B(4)FFPI.

FFPI FREE,FILLPII/I;
ASSB ASSIGN.XX(25)..4x(25)+ATRIB(1),1; XX(25)..KG'S AT PACKING STATION

ACTIVITYXX(ZS) .GE. XX(SI),ASGS.
TERMINATE;

ASSIGN.XX(ZE).xX(ZS)-(x(SI),
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XX(411)...TN014..

ATRIB(1)XX(S1),1;

ACTIVITY...6011;
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ATRIB(1)WEIGHT OF ONE PAN

A153 ASSI6N.ATRIB(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4,7)XX(77),
ATRIB(4)ATRIB(1)/ATRIB(4),1; ATR/B(4)TIME TO PACK

COLCT.NNO(26),FI12 WAITFORPACK,20/0/5.1; TRIMMED FILLETS
FROM ONE 20 K6 TRAY

RFP2 AWAIT(263,FILLP12/1.1; PACKING STATION FOR FILLETS

ACTIVITY.ATRIB(4)..FFP2;

FFP2 FREE.FILLP12/1;
A1SB ASSIGN,XX(26)=XX(26)+ATRSB(1),1; XX(26)*(6'S AT PACKING STATION

ACT/VITYXX(26) .6E. XX(52).A165;
TERMINATE;

A165 ASSIGN,XX(26)XX(26)-XX(52),
ATRIOW.KX(62).
XX(49)..TNOW,

XX(36)XX(36)+1.1;

ACTIVITY...6011;

AIR/B(1).41E16MT OF ONE PAN

ASOS ASSIGN.ATRIB(4).41NFRM(0.7,1.4.8)XX(78),
ATRIB(4)ATRIE1(1)/ATRIB(4),1; ATRIB(4)TIME TO PACK

COLCT.NNO(29).FLI1 WAITFORPACX.20/11/5.1; NAPES
; FROM ONE 20 K6 TRAY
RFL1 AWAIT(29),FLAP11/1,1; PACKING STATION FOR NAPES

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4),.FFL1;

FF1.1 FREE.FLAP11/1.1;
AS61 ASSISN.XX(27)XX(27)+ATRIB(1),1; XX(27)*(6'S AT PACKING STATION

ACTIVITYXX(27) .6E. XX(S3),AS67;
TERMINATE.

ASS7 ASSI6N.XX(27)XX(27)-XX(53),
XX(33)KX(33)+1,
XX(49).TNOW,
ATRIB(1)XX(53).1;

ACTIVITY,..6011;

ATRIB(1).WEIGHT OF ONE PAN

ASS7 ASSIGN,ATR/B(4)UNFRM(0.7.1.4.9)0(X(79),
ATR/B(4).ATRIB(1)/ATR/B(4),1; ATRIB(4)TIME TO PACK

COLCT,NNO(31),BL11 VAITFORPACK.20/0/5.1; BLOCK
FROM ONE :0 KG TRAY

RBP1 AWAIT(31).BLOCK11/1.1; PACKING STATION FOR BLOCK

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4)FBP1;

FBP1 FREE.BLOCK11/1,1,
AS63 A5SIGN,KX(22).Kx(29)+ATRIB(1),1. XX(n)6(6 S AT PACKING STATION



ACTIVITYXX(29) .GE. xX(64),A569.
TERMINATE;

AS69 ASSIGN.XX(29)XX(29)-XX(54),
XX(35)XX(35)*1,
XX(49)TNOW,
ATRI8(1).XX(54).1;

ACTIVITY,6011;
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ATRI6(1).WEIGHT OF ONE PAN

A253 ASSIGN,ATRI6(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4.5)XX(90),
ATRI6(4)ATRIB(1)/ATR/14(4).1; ATRIB(4)TIME TO PACK

COLCT,NN0(28),FIZI WAITFORPACK.20/0/5.1; TRIMMED FILLETS
FROM ONE 20 KG TRAY

RFP3 AWAIT(26),FILLP21/1.1) PACKING STATION FOR FILLETS

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4)FFP3;

FFP3 FREE.FILLP21/1,1;
AZ59 ASSIGN.XX(30)XX(30)+ATR113(1),1; XX(30).4(6.5 AT PACKING STATION

ACTIVITYXX(30) .6E. XX(55),A265;
TERMINATE;

A265 ASSIGN,XX(30)XX(30)-XX455),
ATRIB(1)XX(55),
xx(49)rwow"
XX(36)KK(36)+1,1; ATRI9(1)WEIGMT OF ONE PAN

ACTIVITY,6011;

A255 ASSIGN.ATRI6(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4.6)XX(81),
ATRI0(4)ATRI6(1)/ATRIB(4).1; ATRIB(4).T/ME TO PACK

COLCT.NN0430),FLZ1 WAITFORPACK.20/0/5.1; NAPES
FROM ONE 20 KG TRAY

RFLZ AWA/1(30),FLAP21/1,1; PACINK6 STATION FOR NAPES

ACTIVITY,ATRIB(4)FFL2;

FFL2 FREE.FLAP21/1.1;
A261 ASSIGN.XX(32>XX(32)+ATRI8(1).1; XX(32)KG'S AT PACKING STATION

ACTIVITYXX(32) .6E. XX(66).A267;
TERMINATE;

AZ67 ASSI6N.XX(32)XX(32)-XX(56).
ATRIE1(1)XX(66),
XX(49).TNOW,
XX(40).XX(40)+1.1;

ACTIVITY,6011;

ATRIB(1)WEIGHT OF ONE PAN

A257 ASSIGN,ATRI6(4)UNFRM(0.7,1.4.3)XX(62),
ATRIB(4).ATRIB(1)/ATRIB(4),I; ATRIE(4)TIME TO PACK

COLCT.NNO(32).8L21 WAITFORPACK,20/0/5.1; BLOCK
FROM ONE :0 K6 -RAY

RBP2 AWAIT(32).9LOCK21/1.1; PACKING STATION FOR BLOCK
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ACTIVITY,ATRIS(4).,F9P2;

FBPZ FREE.BLOCK21/1.1;
.A263 ASSIGN,KX(34)XX(34>+ATRIB(1).1; XX(34)KS'S AT PACKING STATION

ACTIVITY..XX(34) .6T. XX(57).A269;
TERMINATE;

A269 ASSISN,XX(34)XX(34)-XX(57),
ATRIS(1)KX(57),
XX(49)TNOW,
XX(42)XX(42)+1,1;

ACTIVITY.,.6011;

6011 GOON.2;

ACTIVITY,ACPA:
ACTIVITY,.,A570:

ATRIS(1)WEIGHT OF ONE PAN

30 PANS ARE NEEDED

ACPA ACCUMULATE.311.39. 1: TO FILL ONE FREEZER UNIT

ROF1 AWAIT(36),OUICKF/1.1; OUICKFREEZER STATION

ACTIVITY.150F0F1: IT TAKES 150 MINUETS TO
FREEZE THE FISH

FOF1 FREE,OUICKF/1.1;
A573 ASSIGN,XX(37)4.1;
DOCK OPEN.0OUICK,1;

TERMINATE;

AS79 ASSISN.ATRIS(1).TNOW.1;
SOCK AWAIT(33).GOUICK,1;
AS71 ASSISN,XX(37)KX(37)+1.1

ACTIVITYXX(37) .LT. 30.0.AS74;
ACTIVITY,.XX(37) .E0. 39.0.COCK;
ACTIVITY...SOCK; BACKWARDS JUMP

COCK CLOSE.00UICK.1;
ACTIVITY,..AS74;

AS74 ASSI6N.ATR/B(1).TNOW-ATRIB(1),
ATRI9(1)ATRIS(1)-1911.1;

LCWO COLCT,ATRIB(1),WAIT SEF. OUICKF.10/0/10.1;
6013 GOON,1;

ACTIVITY.1..AS75;

AS75 ASSIGN.ATRI6(3).TNOW-ATRI9(3),
xX(S9)..XX(50)+ATRIS(1).1; XX(50)KILOS OF FROZEN

FISH PRODUCED

LCPT COLCT,ATR/E(3),PROCESS TIME.10/200/2E.1;

TERMINATE;
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ENONETWORK;
'INITIALIZE.0,10;
FIN;
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APPENDIX 3

COMPUTER LISTING FOR
'SLAM' USERFUNCTIONS
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C ommomm. - - -MM-MM
C

C ORESON STATE UNIVERSITY MAY 1585
C

C

C This is the USERFUNCTION
.0

C

C

C

C Designed by : Elias Jonatanason
C

C

C

C

FUNCTION USERF(IX)
C

C The function routine reeds in variables for the network
C

CHARACTER DUMMY5
C

COMMON/SCOM1/ATR/8(100),00(100),DOL(100),OTNOW.II.NJA,MSTOP,NCLNR
1.NCROR.NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,55(1110),SSL(1119),TNEXT,TNOW.XX(100)

C

C

60 TO (10,20) IX
10 CONTINUE

USERF -0

C

C

C Now the values that have previously been reed
C in to file by the proves REAOIN, will be read in to
C the network
C

C

READ (1,3000) XX(3)
3000 FORMAT (F5.2)
C

00 3500 1.15.22
READ (1,3000) XX(I)

3500 CONTINUE
REAO (1.3000) XX(28)
READ (1,3000) XX(36)

C

00 3600 .144,47
READ (1,3000) XX(J)

3690 CONTINUE
C

00 3700 K51,99
READ (1.3000) XX(X)

3700 CONTINUE
C

C

RETURN
C

C

C

C

20 CONTINUE
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C
WRITE (2,5000) TNOW.XX(12),AX(13),AX43)

5000 FORMAT (EX,F7.2.1X,F8.2.1X.F6.:.1X.FE.2)
C

C

RETURN

ENO
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APPENDIX 4

COMPUTER LISTING FOR FRONT-END
PROGRAM READIN
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C OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY MAY 198S
C

C

C This is the program : REAOIN
C

C The program uses one subroutine
C

C - Subroutine ASK
C

C

C

C

C
C OMMIMMI.M.INM.IMMIIIONIMMWOO

Designed by : Elias Jonatansson

C

C

C

PROGRAM REAOIN
C PROGRAM MA/NfTAPES,TAPES,TAPE7)

DIMENSION NSE7(9500)
COMMON/SCOMI/ATRIB(109),00(100),DOL(100).0TNOW,ILMJA.MSTOP,NCLNR
1.NCROR,NPRNT,NNRUN.NNSET,NTAPE.SS(100),SSL(101),TNEXT,TNOW,XX(100)
COMMON OSET(9500)
CHARACTER'S NAME1.NAME2
EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1),OSET(1))
WRITE (.,5)
FORMAT (////////10X, .

1. What do you want to call the outout data file that later./10X,
2. will be read by the USERFUNCTION called by the'/10X,
3. Freezing Plant Network 7 COATAIN1')
READ (.S) NAMEI
FORMAT (A)
IF (NAME1 .ED. .) NAME1".0ATAIN.
WRITE (.,7)

7 FORMAT (//////10X,
I. Whet do you went to call the, output file that s written./10X.
2. out only for the user to be able to see which values ware./10X.
3' given to the variables 7 (RECORD]')
READ (..S) NAME2

a FORMAT (A)
IF (NAME2 *) NAME2 - 'RECORD'

OPEN (1,FILE"NAMEI.STATUS''NEW")
OPEN (2.FILE"NAME2,STATUS' NEW')
NNSET -SSOO

NCROR -5

NPRNT'S
NTAPE"7
CALL ASK
STOP

ENO
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

SUBROUTINE ASK

The subroutine reads in variables for the Freezing Plant
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C network. It writes then into a file that later will be

C read by a USERFUNCTION called from within the network.
C

CHARACTER OUMMYS
C

COMMONISCOMI/ATRIB(100),130(100).00L(100).07NOW,II.MJA.MSTOP,NCLNR
1.NCROR,NPRNT,NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE.SS(100).SSL(100).TNEXT,TNOW,XX(100)

C

C

C

C

C First well read in the number of workers of each 'type'
C

C
WRITE (,100)
WRITE (2,100)

100 FORMAT Cl'////SX,
l' The model can handle 2 amnia. at a time. One species can./SX,

2' be cut into either one of 2 different types of fillets,' /SX,
3' but the other one can be cut into only one type of fillet.'/SX.
4' Both species can have two side products, which are the./SX,
S. napes and the block. The napes and the block are the same'/SX.
S' from fillets of the same species regardless of the cut.WISX.
7' DEFAULT VALUES ARE OMEN IN I ) 'USX.
8' IF YOU OON T WANT TO USE A RESOURCE, ENTER' /5X,
S' -1. (a minus one point zero)' /SX,
0' Remember the DECIMAL POINT for all entries (1175X.
1' To use default rabies, hit the SPACE BAR and' /5X,
2' then HITRETURN or ENTER '//////SX.
3' First we will reed in the number of workers : '//SX,

4' $ of Trimming workers, SPECIES 1, TYPE 1 7 (257')

C
READ (,110) XX(S9)

110 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(S0) .E0. 0) XX(60)m2S
IF (XX(S0) .£0. -1) XX(69)m0
WRITE (2.110) XX(60)

C

WRITE (,120)
WRITE (2.120)

120 FORMAT f / /5X,

1' S of Trimming workers, SPECIES 1. TYPE 2 7 (103')
READ (,130) XX(61)

130 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(61) .£0. 0) XX(61) -10
IF (XXt61) .E0. -I) XX(61) -0
WRITE (2.130) XX(61)

C
WRITE (,140)
WRITE (2,140)

140 FORMAT (//SX,
I' t of Trimming workers, SPECIES 2 7 (157.)

REAO(.150) XX(62)
ISO FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(62) .E0. 0) XX(62),I5
IF (XX(62) .E0. -I) XX(62).0
WRITE (2.150) XX(62)

C

WRITE (.ISO)
WRITE (2.160)
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160

170

C

FORMAT ( / /SX,

1' t of Pocking workers SPECIES 1,
READ (.In) XX(63)
FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(63) .EO. 0) XX(63)06'
IF (XX(63) .E0. -1) XX(63) -0
WRITE (2,170) XX(63)

FILLET TYPE 1 7 ES]'>

WRITE (,180)
WRITE (2,180)

169 FORMAT (HU.
of Pecking workers SPECIES 1,

READ (,169) XX(64)

FILLET TYPE 2 7 (2] I

190 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (xx(64) .EO. 0) xx(60)-2
IF (XX(64) .EO. -1) XX(64)10
WRITE (2,190) XX(64)

C
WRITE (,209)
WRITE (2.200)

200 FORMAT (//5X.
1' t of Packing workers SPECIES 1,
READ (.210) XX(65)

NAPES (TYPE 162) / III )

210 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(0S) .EO. 0) XX(65) -1
IF (XX(ES) .E0. -1) XX(6S) -4

WRITE (2,210) XX(65)
C

WRITE (,220)
WRITE (2,220)

220 FORMAT (HEX,
1. t of Peeking workers SPECIES 1,
READ (.230) XX(66)

BLOCK (TYPE 162) 7 [IV>

230 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(66) .EO. 0) XX(66) -1
IF (XX(66) :EQ. -1) XX(66) -0
WRITE (2.230) XX(66)

C

WRITE (,249)
WRITE (2,240)

240 FORMAT (//5X,
1' t of Peeking workers SPECIES 2,
READ (,2E9) XX(67)

FILLETS 7 13Y)

250 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(67) .EO. 0) XX(67) -3
IF (XX(67) .EO. -1) XX(67) -0
WRITE (2,250) XX(67)

C

WRITE (*,260)
WRITE (2.260)

260 FORMAT ( / /SX,

1' t of Pecking workers SPECIES 2. NAPES 7 Cu )

READ (,270) XX(68)
270 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(68) .E0. 0) XX(S9) -0
IF (XX(68) .EO. -1) XX(66)me
WRITE (2,270) XX(68)

C

WRITE (.280)
WRITE :.:80)
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280 FORMAT (i/SX,
of Packing workers SPECIES 2. BLOCK ' Cl] '

READ t,:90t XX(69)
290 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(69) .50. 0) xX(69).l
IF (XX(69) .E0. -1) XX(69) -0
WRITE (2,290) XX(69)

C

C

C

C STANDARD TIMES FOR DIFFERENT TASKS
C

WRITE (,300)
WRITE (2,300)

300 FORMAT (//////SX." Next we will reed in parameters for'/SX,
l' calculating standard times for different tasks. We do/SX,

2' the following assumptions ,./10X.
3' Number of permutes Constant pr. kg../10X.
4' Number of filleting defects 0 Constant pr. kg.'/10X,
S. The standard times are calculated according to fornules./10X.
S' given in 'VERKLYSINSAR. LEIDOEININSAR 06 STAOLAR FYR/W/10X,
7' AKVAED/SUINNU I FRYSTIMUSUM (Working Methods, 68,169710X.
8' and Standards for Wog. Incentives in Freezing Plants)' /10X,

9' Reykjavik. Iceland, December 1986.'///)
WRITE (.305)

306 FORMAT (1SX,' MIT RETURN TO CONTINUE')
READ (,306) DUMMY

306 FORMAT (A)
WRITE ,307)
WRITE (2.307)

307 FORMAT (//////SX,
l' To calculate standard time for trimming we actually need"/SX.

2' four parameters ,///SX,
3' el + a It fillets/4J + c3 It parasites/kg] +'/SX.

4. c4 It defects/kg]'//SX.
S. But because of our assumptions we only need to read in'//SX.
6' Ca and Cb, Ca el c3 (t parasites). +./SX.

7' c4 (i of filleting defects) and Cb c2'//////SX.

8' Let s start with parameters for trimming times'///SX.
9' For SPECIES 1. TYPE 1 , Coefficient Ca / 11.2493.)

C

READ (.310) XX(70)
310 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(70) .50. 0) XX(70).L.249
IF (XX(70) .60. -1) xX(70).4
WRITE (2.310) XX(70)

WRITE (.320)
WRITE (2.320)

320 FORMAT (30X, Coefficient Cb 7 (0.4571.)

READ (,330) XX(71)
330 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(71) .50. 0) XX(71)-0.457
IF (XX(71) .50. -1) XX(71)-0
WRITE (2.330) XX(71)

C

C

WRITE (.340)
WRITE (2.240)

340 FORMAT MEX.



1' For SPECIES 1, TYPE 2 Coefficient Ca ' (1.4791')
READ (,350) XX(72)

350 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(72) .EO. 0) XX(72) -1.479
IF (XX(72) .0. -1) xX(72)0
WRITE (2.350) XX(72)
WRITE (480)
WRITE (2.360)

360 FORMAT (30X,' Coefficient Cb 7 (0.4571')
READ (.,370) XX(73)

378 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(73) .E0. 0) XX(73)0.457
IF (XX(73) .EO. -1) XX(73)-0
WRITE (2.370) XX(73)

C
WRITE (,3801
WRITE (2.380)

380 FORMAT (//SX,
1' For SPECIES 2 Coefficient Ca 7 11.3241'1
READ (,390) XX(74)

390 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(74) .EO. 0) XX(74)m1.324
IF (XX(74) .E0. -1) XX(74) -0
WRITE (2.390) XX(74)
WRITE (,400)
WRITE (2.400)

400 FORMAT (22X.' Coefficient Cb m 7 (0.4501')
READ (k,410) XX(7Si

410 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(75) .60. 0) XX(75).0.45
IF (XX(75) .EO. -1) XX(75)m0
WRITE (2.410) XX(75)

C

C

C
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WRITE (.,420)
WRITE (2.420)

420 FORMAT (//////SX.' Now standard times for PACKING l'///SX,
1' Pecking, SPECIES 1 FILLET TYPE 1 (kg. pr. min.) / 11.15) ')

READ (,430) XX(78)
430 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(76) .E0. 0) XX(76) .1.15
IF (XX(76) .50. -1) XX(76)m0
WRITE (2.430) XX(76)

C

WRITE (,440)
WRITE (2,440)

440 FORMAT (//SX,
1. Peeking, SPECIES 1. FILLET TYPE 2 (kg. pr. min.) 7 (0.967')
READ (f,450) XX(77)

450 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(77) .50. 0) xX(77) -0.96
IF (XX(77) .50. 0) XX(77)0
WRITE (2.450) XX(77)

C

WRITE (.460)
WRITE (2,460)

460 FORMAT ( / /5X,

1 Packing, SPECIES 1, NAPES (kg. or. min.) (2.071')
READ (.,470) XX(78)
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470 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(78) .0. 0) xX(78)2.217
IF (XX(78) .0. -1) XX(78) -0
WRITE (2,470) XX(78)

C
WRITE (41,480)

WRITE (2.480)
488 FORMAT (//5X,

Packtng. SPECIES 1. BLOCX (kg. pr. min) 7 I2.723')

READ (,490) XX(79)
490 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(79) .EQ. 0) XX(79).2.72.
IF (XX(79) .50. -1) XX(79)-9
WRITE (2,490) XX(79)

C
WRITE (,5911)
WRITE (2.500)

509 FORMAT (//5X.
l' Packing, SPECIES 2. FILLETS (kg. pr. min) / C1.151')
READ (.Slit) XX(80)

510 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(88) .EQ. 8) XX(89)1.15
IF (XX(80) XX(99).0

WRITE (2.519) XX(89)
C

WRITE (,520)
WRITE (2.5211)

520 FORMAT (//5X,
1. Packing, SPECIES 2. NAPES (kg. pr. min) 7 (2.723')
READ (,S38) XX(81)

539 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(81) .EO. 8) XX(81)2.72
IF (XX(81) .0. -1) XX(81) -9
WRITE (2.530) XX(81)

C
WRITE (,5401
WRITE (2.549)

540 FORMAT (//5X.
l' Packing, SPECIES 2, BLOCK (kg. pr. min) / (2.081')
READ (.SU) XX(82)

550 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(82) 0) XX(82).2.08

IF (XX(82) -1) XX(82)-4

WRITE (2.550) XX(82)
C

C

C

C Next we read in the division of each species and type
C between the final products, FILLETS, NAPES and BLOCK

C

C
WRITE (,560)
WRITE (2.550)

560 FORMAT (////5X,' Now much of the final product is 1/15X.

1 - Fillets /15X, - Napes /I5X. Block ////SX.

2' SPECIES 1, RATIO OF FILLETS TYPE 1 ' (0.771 )

READ (*.570) XX(83)

570 FORMAT (F9.3)
IF cxx(e3) .EO. 0) XX(83)-0.77
IF (xx(ez) .53. -1) xx(e3).8
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WRITE (2.570) xx(83)

C

WRITE (.666)
WRITE (2.580)

580 FORMAT (//U,' SPECIES 1, RATIO OF NAPES TYPE 1 7 [0.111')

READ (MO) XX(84)
590 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (xx(84) .0. 6) xx(84).0.11
IF (xx(84) .E0. -() XX(84) -4
WRITE (2.690) XX(84)

C

WRITE (,600)
WRITE (2.600)

600 FORMAT (HEX.' SPECIES 1, RATIO OF FILLETS TYPE 2 7 (0.761')

READ (,610) xx(86)
610 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (xx(85) .EO. 0) Xx(85)-4.76
IF (xx(86) .0. -1) XX(85)0
WRITE (2.610) xx(85)

C
WRITE (.Ea)
WRITE (2.620)

620 FORMAT (HEX,' SPECIES 1. RATIO OF NAPES TYPE 2 7 (0.111.)

READ (.830) XX(86)
630 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (xx(86) .0. 0) xx(86)0.11
IF (xx(86) .E0. -1) XX(86) -4
WRITE (2430) XX(101

C

WRITE (,840)
WRITE (2.640)

640 FORMAT (//EX,' SPECIES 2, RATIO OF FILLETS 9 (0.811.)

READ (450) xx(87)
660 FORMAT (F6.3)

IF (XX(87) .EO. 0) xx(87).4.81
IF (XX(87) :E0. -() xX(87)-6
WRITE (2.666) Xx(87)

C

WRITE (ASO)
WRITE (2.660)

666 FORMAT (//5X, SPECIES 2, RATIO OF NAPES 7 Meer)
READ (,670) XX(88)

670 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(86) .59. 0) xx(8810
IF (XX(88) .EO. -1) XX(88) -4
WRITE (2.670) XX(88)

C

C

C

C NOW well read in the yield for the machines
C header, filleting machine and the skinning machine as

C a whole, and then the yield at the trimming stations
C for the different types of species and types of fillets
C

C We will also read in the number of macnines for soecies 1

C which can be either 1 or 2.

C

WRITE (,680)
WRITE (2.680)

680 FORMAT (://///SX,
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l' What is the YIELD for the ISX,

2' Header, the Filleting macntne and the Skinner. /SX.
3' as a whole 7.///5X.
4 Yield of machines for species 1, YIELD ' (0.46].)
READ (,690) XX(89)

'690 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(89) .EO. 0) XX(89) m41.45
IF (XX(89) .EO. -1) %X(89) -e
WRITE (2.690) XX(89)

C

C The mentpulating of XX(3) after its read in, may need
C some explanation, which is given below.

C
WRITE (,692)
WRITE (2.692)

692 FORMAT (//SX,
l' Now many filleting machines are there' /5X,
2' for species 1, (either one or two) 7 (11')

READ (,694) XX(3)
894 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(3) .0. 1) XX(3) -9
IF (XX(3) .60. -1) XX(3) -0
IF (XX(3) .60. 2) XX(3) -t

C TO KEEP THE RECORD RIGHT WE WRITE THE NUMBER OF MACHINES
XX(3)m4X(3)+1
WRITE (2.694) XX(3)
XX(3)- KX(3) -t

C (HEFISKL+HEFISKI8)-TD THE RECORD FILE

C

C XX(3) is the units of RESOURCE HEFISK18 used. Therefore

C if there are two filleting machines for species 1, it means

C that HEFISK18 needs to be used end XX(3) is sat to 1. If only

C one filleting machine is needed for species 1, XX(3) is sat

C to 0, indicating that HEFISKIB will not be used.

C

C
WRITE (,780)
WRITE (2.700)

700 FORMAT (//SX,
l' Yield of machines for species 2.
READ (,718) XX(90)

710 FORMAT (F9.3)
IF (XX(90) .EO. 0) XX(90)m0.39
IF (XX(98) .EO. -1) XX(90) -0
WRITE (2.710) XX(90)

C

YIELD / I0.391)

WRITE (,720)
WRITE (2,720)

720 FORMAT (//////SX.
1' What is the trimming -yield for different mercies /SX.
2' and different types of cuts of fillets /.//SX.
3' Trimming yield for Species 1, Type I (0.918] )

READ (.,730) xx(SI)
730 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (xx(91) .ED. 0) xx(9I)-0.918
IF (xx(EI) .EO. -I) xx(91).0
WRITE (2,730) xx(n)

C

WRITE (,740)
WRITE (2.740)
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740 FORMAT (//5X,' Trimming yield for Species 1. Type 2 7 10.235i)
READ (,750) XX(92)

750 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (xx(92) .EO. 0) XX(92)=0.936
IF (XX(92) -1) xx(62)-0
WRITE (2.750) XX(92)

C

WRITE (,760)
WRITE (2,760)

760 FORMAT (//5X,' Trimming yield for Species Z ' (0.8501')
READ (,770) XX(93)

770 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(93) .EO. 0) XX(93)0.850
IF (XX(93) .0. -1) XX(93) -0
WRITE (2.770) XX(93)

C

C

C

C

C

C

....
Now we will read in the average t of fishes in a 'SO' kg box
for both species. We will 4180 read in the standard deviation.

WRITE (,790)
WRITE (2.780)

780 FORMAT (/////5X,' Now we need to know the MEAN value and the'/5X,
STDEV of the t of fishes In a box '///5X,

2' t of fishes in a box. Species 1, MEAN '7

READ (,790) XX(94)
790 FORMAT (F8.3). _

IF (XX(94) .E0. 0) XX(94) -30
IF (XX(94) .0. -1) XX(94) -0
WRITE (2,790) XX(94)

C

1301')

WRITE (,800)
WRITE (2.800)

800 FORMAT (//5X,
1' t of fishes in a box. Species 1, STOEV7 (3.91')
READ (,810) XX(95)

810 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(95) .0. 0) XX(95).3.9
IF (XX(95) .EO. -1) XX(95) -0
WRITE (2.810) XX(95)

C

WRITE (,820)
WRITE (2.820)

820 FORMAT (//5X,
1' t of fishes In a box, Species 2, MEAN 7 [321')
READ (,830) XX(96)

830 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(96) .E0. 0) XX(96) m32
IF (XX(96) .0. -1) XX(96) -0
WRITE (2.830) XX(96)

C

WRITE (440)
WRITE (2.840)

840 FORMAT (//SX;
1' * of fishes in a box, Species 2.
READ (,850) XX(97)

850 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(97) .EO. 0) XX(97) -4.2
IF (XX(97) .E0. -1) xx(67)-0

STOEV (4.2) )



C

C

C

C

WRITE (2.850) XX(97)

Now we need to know the quantity of product that goes

into one 'frame' or 'pan'
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WRITE (,860)
WRITE (2,860)

860 FORMAT (//////5X.
l' What is the quantity of different products that /SX,
2' 000$ into one 'Frame' or 'Pan' (in kg s) 7 .///SX,

3' Quantity of fillets, species 1, type 1 in a pan / t34.021*)

READ (,878) XX(51)
870 FORMAT (F6.3)

IF (XX(S1) .EO. 0) XX(51) -34.02
IF (XX(51) .EO. -1) XX(51) -0
WRITE (2.870) XX(S1)

C
WRITE (,888)
WRITE (2.880)

880 FORMAT (/5X,
l' Quantity of fillets, species 1. type 2 in a pan 7

READ (,898) XX(52)
890 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(52) .EO. 0) XX(52) -32.66
IF (XX(52) .0. -I) XX(52).00
WRITE (2.890) XX(52).

C

WRITE.(,900)
WRITE (2.908)

900 FORMAT (/SX,
Quantity of napes, species 1 in pan I

READ (,910) XX(53)
910 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(53) .0. 0) XX(53)29.83
IF (XX(53) :O. -1) XX(53) -0
WRITE (2.910) XX(53)

C
WRITE (.920)
WRITE (2.920)

920 FORMAT C/SX,
l' Quantity of block, species 1 in a pan 7

READ (,938) XX(54)
930 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(54) .60. 0) XX(54) -33.57

.
IF (xx(54) .0. -1) XX(54) -0
WRITE (2.930) XX(54)

C
WRITE (,940)
WRITE (2.940)

940 FORMAT USX,
l' Quantity of fillets, species 2 in a pan /

READ (,950) XX(55)
950 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(SS) .0. 0) XX(S5) -34.02
IF (XX(0) .0. -1) XX(0)00
WRITE (2.958) XX(0)

C

WRITE (.20)

(29.931')

(33.57)')

132.661')

C34.021')
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WRITE (2,960)
960 FORMAT. (/SX,

Ouantity of napes, species 2 In a can '
READ (,970) XX(66)

770 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(66) .EO. 0) XX(66)29.93
IF (XX(66) .E0. -1) XX(66)m9
WRITE (2.979) XX(66)

WRITE (,980)
WRITE (2.980)

see FORMAT (/SX,
l' Quantity of block, species 2 in a can 7
READ (,990) XX(57)

990 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(57) .EO. 0) XX(67)29.93
IF (XX(57) .0. -1) XX(67)m0
WRITE (2,990) XX(S7)

C29.931.)

C29.93I')

C

C

C

C

C

C Next we will reed in the number of boxes of fish of

C each species. and the average weight of boxes of each

C type.

C

WRITE (.1990)
WRITE (2.1000)

1080 FORMAT (//////SX,
What is the number of '60' kg boxes. of each' /5X,

2' species, going 1100 the system v///SX,
3" Number of boxes of species 1, is 7 (2501')

READ (.1010) XX(58)
1910 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(58) .E0. 0) XX(68)=250
IF (XX(58) .E0. -1) XX(58) -0
WRITE (2.1910) XX(58)

C

WRITE (,1029)
WRITE (2.1020)

1028 FORMAT (//SX,' Number of boxes of species 2 is 7 11007')
READ (.1030) XX(59)

1030 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(59) .EO. 0) XX(59)4100
IF (XX(59) .60. -I) XX(69)m9
WRITE (2,1030) U(59)

C

WRITE (0.1040)
WRITE (2.1040)

1040 FORMAT (//////SX,
l' What is the average weight of boxes of raw /SX.
2' material, of each species. going into the system 7'///SX.

3' Average weight of boxes of species 1 is 1 (62.01')
READ (,1060) XX(98)

1050 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(98) .EO. 0) XX(98)=62
IF (XX(98) .60. -1) XX(98) -0
WRITE (2,1050) XX(98)

C



WRITE (,1060)
WRITE (2.1060)

1060 FORMAT (//SX,
l' Average weight of boxes of species 2 is
READ (,1070) XX(99)

1070 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(99) .EO. 0) XX(99) -64
IF (XX(99) .0. -1) XX(99) -0
WRITE (2.1070) XX(99)

C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

(64.01 )

Finally we will read in distribution parameters for machine
breakdowns and for the repair time of the machines.
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WRITE (JOSS)
WRITE (2.1000)

1080 FORMAT (//////SX.
l' Finally, we will read in distribution parameters for'/SX,
2' )) machine breakdowns. and 2) for machine repair time'///SX,
3' First for the machine for species l'//SX,
4' Minimum time between breakdowns (minuets) 7 [151')

READ (,1090) XX(1S)
1090 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(15) .EO. 0) XX(1S)I5
IF (XX(15) .EO. -1) /(X(I5) .0
WRITE (2.1090) XX(1S)

C

WRITE (.1100)
WRITE (2.1100)

1100 FORMAT (//SX,
l' Most common time between breakdowns (minuets) 7 (901'1

READ (,1110) XX(16)
1110 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(16) 0) XX(16)60
IF (XX(16) .EO. -1) XX(16 )-0
WRITE (2,1110) XX(16)

C

WRITE (,1120)
WRITE (2.1120)

1120 FORMAT (//SX,
l' Maximum time between breakdowns (minuets) 7 (1201')

READ (.1130) XX(17)
1130 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(17) .EO. 0) XX(17) -120
IF (XX(17) .EO. -1) XX(17) -0
WRITE (2.1130) XX(17)

C
WRITE (,1140)
WRITE (2.1140)

1140 FORMAT(////SX,
1' What is the repair time for machine 1 7.//SX.

2' Minimum repair time (min) 7 121.)

READ (,1160) XX(18)
1150 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(18) .EO. 0) XX(18/.2
IF (XX(18) .EO. -1) XX(18) -0
WRITE (2.1150) XX(18)



C

C

WRITE (,1160)
WRITE (2.1160)

1160 FORMAT (//SX,
1' Maximum repair time (min) 7
READ (,1170) XX(19)

1170 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(19) .EO. 0) XX(19).15
IF (XX(19) .0. -1) XX(19)..0
WRITE (2.1170) XX(19)

C

C

C

t1S2')
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WRITE (.LIM
WRITE (2.1180)

1180 FORMAT (//////SX.
1' Now the parameters for the machine for species 2, for /SX,

2. 1) wishing breakdowns, and 2) for machine repair time" / / /5X,

3' Minimum time between breakdowns (minuets) / (101")
READ (,1190) XX(20)

1190 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(20) .EO. 0) XX(20).10
IF (XX(20) .0. -1) XX(20) -0
WRITE (2.1190) XX(20)

C

WRITE (,1200)
WRITE (2.1200)

1200 FORMAT (//SX.
1' Most common time between breakdowns (minuets) ' (201')

READ (,1210) XX(21)
1210 FORMAT (F8.3)

IF (XX(21) .EO. 0) XX(21).21
IF (XX(21) .E0. -1) XX(21) -0
WRITE (2.1210) XX(21)

C

WRITE (,1220)
WRITE (2.1220)

1220 FORMAT (//SX,
1' Maximum time between breakdowns (minuets) / 1E0)')
READ (,1230) XX(22)

1230 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(22) .ED. 0) XX(22)90
IF (XX(22) .50. -1) XX(22) -0
WRITE (2.1230) XX(22)

C

WRITE (,1240)
WRITE (2.1240)

1240 FORMAT(////EX,
1' What is the repair tine for machine 2 /'//EX,
2' Minimum repair tine (min) 7 (4).)
READ (.USE)) XX(29)

1250 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (xX(28) .0. 0) XX(28).4
IF (XX(28) .EO. -1) xX(28)0
WRITE (2.1250) xX(29)

C

C

WRITE (.MO)
WRITE (2,1260)
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1290 FORMAT ( / /EX,

Maximum repair time (min) 7
READ (,1270) XX(39)

1270 FORMAT (F8.3)
IF (XX(39) .E0. 8) XX(39).20
IF (XX(39) .E0. -1) XX(39) -0
WRITE (2.1270) XX(39)

1201.

C

C

C

C

C Now we will calculate parameters for the distribution of
C number of fishes in a TRAY, based on the given distribution

C of number of fishes in a '68 kg' box.

C

C First the AVERAGE number of ?Meta of species 1 in a tray

C
XX( 44 )*( XX( 94 ).20211)/( XX( 89 )168 )

C

C then the STO.OEV.

C
XX(46)(((XX(44)/XX(94)).4,2)*(XX(95)).k2).0.5

C

C

C The AVERAGE number of fillets of species 2 in a tray

C
XX(46)(XX(96)2410)/(XX(98)68)

C
and the STO.DEV.- -

C
XX(47)(((XX(46)/XX(96))2)(XX(97))2)1.5

C

C Reed the data that was reed in into a DATA file

C

WRITE (1.3000) XX(3)
3088 'FORMAT (F8.3)
C

DO 3580 I19,22
WRITE (1.3000) XX(I)

3501 CONTINUE
WRITE (1.3000) XX(28)
WRITE (1.3000) XX(39)

C

00 3600 J -44,47
WRITE (1,3000) XX(J)

3680 CONTINUE
C

00 3700 )0.91.99
WRITE (1,3000) XX(K)

3700 CONTINUE
C

C

.RETURN

ENO
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APPENDIX 5

LIST OF PARAMETERS THAT MAY
BE CHANGED BY THE USER

USING THE FRONT END PROGRAM.
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PARAMETER DEFAULT VALUE'

Number of workers :

- Trimming species 1, fillet type 1
- Trimming species 1, fillet type 2
- Trimming species 2, fillet type 1
- Packing species 1, fillets, type 1
- Packing species 1, fillets, type 2
- Packing species 1, napes
- Packing species 1, block
- Packing species 2, fillets
- Packing species 2, napes
- Packing species 2, block

Standard times

- For trimming

- For trimming

- For trimming

for trimming

20
10
15
6

2

1

1
3

0

1

[minutes/kilogram]

species 1, type 1 :

Coefficient Ca
Coefficient Cb

species 1, type 2
Coefficient Ca
Coefficient Cb

species 2
Coefficient Ca
Coefficient Cb

1.249
0.457

1.479
0.457

1.324
0.450

Standard speed for packing (kilograms/minute]

For species 1, fillet type 1 1.15
For species 1, fillet type 2 .96
For species 1, napes 2.07
For species 1, block 2.72
For species 2. fillets 1.15
For species 2, napes 2.72
For species 2, block

proportion of each type of final product

2.08

Fillets species 1, type.1 0.77
Napes species 1 (from type 1 fillets) 0.11
Fillets species 1, type 2 0.76
Napes species 1 (from type 2 fillets) 0.11
Fillets species 2 0.81
Napes species 2 0.00



Yield of Heading- Filleting- and Skinning machines

For species 1 0.45
For species 2 0.39

Number of machines for species 1 1

Yield of trimming stations,

0.918Species 1, type 1
Species 1, type 2 0.935
Species 2 0.850

Average number of fishes in a "60" kilogram box,

Mean number of fishes in one box of species 1 30
Standard deviation 3.9
Mean number of fishes in one box of species 2 32
Standard deviation 4.2

Quantity of product that goes into one pan
auickfreezer

Fillets, species 1, type 1
Fillets, species 1, type 2
Napes, species 1
Block, species 1
Fillets, species 2
Napes, species 2
Block, species 2

146

for the
(Kilograms]

34.02
32.66
33.57
29.93
34.02
29.93
29.93

Number of "60" kilogram boxes availabele in

Species 1, boxes of raw material
Species 2, boxes of raw material

Average weight of boxes of raw material

Species 1
Species 2

cooler

250
100

62.00
64.00



Parameters for distribution of time between machine
breakdowns. Trianaular distribution [Minutes]

Machines for species 1,
- Minimum time between breakdowns 15
- Most common time between breakdowns 60
- Maximum time between breakdowns 120

Machine for species 2,
- Minimum time between breakdowns 10
- Most common time between breakdowns 20
- Maximum time between breakdowns 60

parameters for distribution of machine repair time.
Uniform distribution

Machines for species 1,
- Minimum repair time
- Maximum repair time

Machines for species 2,
- Minimum repair time
- Maximum repair time

2

15

4

20

147
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APPENDIX 6

LISTING OF USER - COMPUTER
DIALOG USING THE FRONT-END PROGRAM.
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The model can Nandi. 2 soectes at time. One 300CZOS can
be cut into (father one of 2 different types of fillets.
but the other one can be cut into only one type of fillet.
Both species can have two side Products, which are the
napes and the block. The muses and the block are the sane
from fillets of the same species regardless of the cut.

DEFAULT VALUES ARE GIVEN IN C 3

IF YOU DON T WANT TO USE A RESOURCE; ENTER
-1. fa minus one point :ero)
Remember the DECIMAL POINT for all entries II'

To use default values, hit the SPACE BAR and
then NIT RETURN. or ENTER

First we will reed in the number of workers

t of Trimming workers. SPECIES 1, TYPE 1 0 I'M
25.000

t of Trimming workers. SPECIES 1. TYPE 2 (10)

10.000

of Trimming workers, SPECIES 2 7 EIS]

MAW

of Packing workers SPECIES 1, FILLET TYPE 1 (SI

BANN

t of Pecking workers SPECIES 1. FILLET TYPE 2 / £23

2.000

e of Pocking workers SPECIES 1. NAPES (TYPE 112) 7 £11

1.000

t of Pecking workers SPECIES 1. BLOCK (TYPE 1E2) CI)

1.000

t of Packing workers SPECIES 2. FILLETS ' £33

3.000

t of Packing workers SPECIES 2. NAPES I £0)

.000
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of Pecking worker, SPECIES 2. SUCK 7 C11

1.666

Next we will read in parameters for
calculating standard times for different tasks. We do

the following assumptions
Pumper of parasites Constant or. kg.
Number of filleting defects Constant or. kg.
The standard times are calculated according to formulas
given in 'VERKLYSIN6AR. LEIDBEININ6AA 06 STAOLAR FYRIR
AKVAEDISYINNU I FRYSTIMUSUM' (Working Methods. Guide
and Standards for Wags Incentives in Freezing Plants)
Reykjavik. Iceland. December 1966.

- -

To calculate standard time for trimming we actually need

four parameters

el + c2 It fillets/kgJ c3 It parasites/4J +

e4 ES defects/kg)

But because-of our assumptions we only need to read in

Ca and Cb. Ca cl c3 ft tes)

e4 (S of filleting defects) and c2

Let s start with parameters for trimming times

For SPECIES 1. TYPE 1 Coefficient Ca / 11.2491

1.249
Coefficient Cb 7 16.4571

.457

For SPECIES 1. TYPE : Coefficient Ca 7 11.479]

1.479
Coefficient Cb ' (0.4571

.457

For SPECIES ; Coefficient Ca 7 C1.:241
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1.324
Coefficient Cb 7 (0.450]

.460

Now -standard tines for PACKING

Pecking. SPECIES 1 FILLET TYPE 1 (kg. pr. min.) (1.151

1.150

Packing. SPECIES 1. FILLET TYPE 2 (kg. pr. min.) 7 (0.461

.BGO

Packing. SPECIES 1. NAPES (kg. pr. win.) / (2.073

2.979

Packing. SPECIES 1. BLOCK (kg. or. min) 7 (2.72]

2.720

Packing, SPECIES 2. FILLETS (kg. or. min) 7 (1.15]

1.150

Packing. SPECIES 2. NAPES (kg. or. min) / (2.723

2.720

Packing. SPECIES 2, BLOCK (kg. or. min) 7 (2.081

2.080

Now much of the final product is ,

- Fillets
- Napes
- Block

SPECIES 1, RATIO OF FILLETS TYPE I 7 (0.771

.770

SPECIES 1. RATIO OF NAPES TYPE 1 / (0.111

.110

SPECIES 1. RATIO OF FILLETS TYPE : o (0.761

.760
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SPEC/ES 1. RATIO OF NAPES TYPE 2 ? 10.111

.1/0

SPECIES 2, RATIO OF FILLETS 7 mat]
.9/0

SPECIES 2, RATIO OF NAPES 7 (0.001
.000

What is the YIELD for the
Meader. the Filleting machine and the Skinner.
as a whole ?

Yield of machines for species 1. YIELD / 10.457

.450

Now many filleting machines are there
for species 1. (either one or two/ 7 Ill

1.000

Yield of machines for specs.* 2. YIELD 7 (0.591

.390

Whet is the trtmmingyield for different millets*
and different types of cuts of fillets 7

Trimming yield for Soectes 1. Type 1 / (0.918]

.918

Trimming yield for Species 1. Type 2 / (8.9361
.936

Trtmming yield for Species 2 7 (0.9501
.850

Now we need to know the MEAN value alto the
STOEV of the s of fishes in a box
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of fishes in a box, Species 1, MEAN (301

30.000 .

0 of fishes in a box, SO4C4011 1. STOEV7 [2.91

3.900

It of fishes in a box. SDOCIOS 2. MEAN ' (321

32.000

fishes in box. Species Z. STOEV 7 (4.21:of
4.200

What is the quantity of different products that
goes into one 'Frame' or 'Pan* (in kg s) 7

Quantity of fillets. species 1. type 1 in a oan 7 (34.02]

34.026

Quantity of fillets. species 1. type 2 in a pan 7 (32.667

32.860

Quantity of napes, species 1 in pan 7 (29.937

29.4311

Quantity of block. species 1 in a pan ' (33.571

33.571

Quantity of'fillets. species 2 in pan ' (34.023

34.020

Quantity of nape.. species 2 in a pan 7 (29.931

29.930

Quantity of block, species 2 in a pan ' (23.333

23.939

What is the number of 'Sr kQ boxes, of each
species. going into the systen 7

Sumer of boxes of species I. is ' IZEOl

1000.000
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Number of boxes of species 2 is / (1001

500.000

Whet is the average weight of boxes of raw
Astoria/. of each acacias. going into the system 7

Average weight of boxes of species 1 is 7

62.000

Average weight of boxes of species 2 is

64.000

Finally..we will read in distribution parameters for
1) machine breakdowns, and 2) for machine repair time

First for the machines for species 1

Minimum time between breakdown* (minuets) 7 t153

MAW

Most cannon time between breakdowns (minuets) / (601

60.000

Maximum time between breakdowns (minuets) / (120]

120.000

What is the recast- time for machine 1 /

Minimum repair time (min) 7 C23

2.000

Maximum repair time (min) 7 (151

MAN

Mow the parameters for the macnine for species 2. for

1) machine breakdowns. and 2) for machine mecatr tine
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Minimum time between breakdowns (minuets) / [Al
MOOG

Most common time between breakdowns (minuets) / (29]

20.000

Maximum time between breakdowns (minuets) 7 Mel
66.000

What is the repair time for machine 2 7

Minimum repair time (min) 7 (41

4.016

Maximum repair time (min) 7 (201

29.5841
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APPENDIX 7

EXAMPLE OUTPUT
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